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Abstract: Quasitoric manifolds, introduced by M. Davis and T. Januskiewicz in 1991,
are topological generalizations of smooth complex projective spaces. In 1992, Banchoff
and Ku¨hnel constructed a 10-vertex equilibrium triangulations of CP2. We generalize this
construction for quasitoric manifolds and construct some equilibrium triangulations of 4-
dimensional quasitoric manifolds. In some cases, our constructions give vertex minimal
equilibrium triangulations.
1 Introduction
Quasitoric manifolds were introduced by Davis and Januskiewicz in their pioneering paper
[DJ91]. These are topological generalizations of nonsingular complex projective spaces. In
toric topology, action of the compact torus Tn on smooth oriented manifolds with nice prop-
erties produce bridges between topology and combinatorics. The moment map for Hamil-
tonian action of compact torus on symplectic manifolds is such an example, see [Aud04].
The complex projective space CPn with standard Tn action is a quasitoric manifold over an
n-simplex. Many topological properties of quasitoric manifolds have been studied last 20
years.
Triangulations of polytopes and manifolds have been studying for many years [Lee97,
RG00, Cai61, Alt74, Lut05, BD08, Dat07]. There is a 7-vertex unique vertex minimal trian-
gulation of the torus T2. Starting with this triangulation Banchoff and Ku¨hnel [BK92] con-
structed a 10-vertex equilibrium triangulation of CP2. The goal of this article is to introduce
the notion of equilibrium triangulation for quasitoric manifolds and to study combinatorial
properties, especially equilibrium triangulations, of 4-dimensional quasitoric manifolds which
include nonsingular projective surfaces. At this point we do not know if every quasitoric
manifold has an equilibrium triangulation.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the basic definitions of qua-
sitoric manifolds, triangulations of manifolds and lens spaces. With the minimal 7-vertex
triangulation of T2, we have constructed countably many triangulations of S3, RP3, L(3, 1),
L(4, 1), L(5, 2) and L(7, 2) in Section 3. Number of vertices of this triangulations are given
in the same section. In Section 4, we introduce the definition of equilibrium triangulation for
quasitoric manifolds. We present equilibrium triangulations of some nonsingular projective
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surfaces and 4-dimensional quasitoric manifolds in Sections 5, 6 and 7. In some cases we
found vertex minimal equilibrium triangulations.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Quasitoric manifolds and nonsingular projective spaces
In this subsection we recall the definition of quasitoric manifolds, the equivariant classifi-
cation of quasitoric manifolds and a relation between quasitoric manifolds and nonsingular
projective spaces.
An n-dimensional simple polytope in Rn is a convex polytope where exactly n bounding
hyperplanes meet at each vertex. So, an n-polytope P in Rn is simple if and only if each
vertex of P is in exactly n facets (codimension one faces). Therefore, a codimension k face
of P is the intersection of exactly k facets. Clearly every 2-polytope is simple.
Let Tn = {(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ C
n : |z1| = · · · = |zn| = 1}. A smooth action of T
n on a
2n-dimensional smooth manifold M is said to be locally standard if every point y ∈M has a
T
n-stable open neighborhood Uy and a diffeomorphism ψ : Uy → V , where V is a T
n-stable
open subset of Cn, and an isomorphism δy : T
n → Tn such that ψ(t · x) = δy(t) · ψ(x) for all
(t, x) ∈ Tn × Uy.
A 2n-dimensional quasitoric manifold is a triple (M,P, q), where M is a 2n-dimensional
closed smooth manifold with an effective Tn-action, P is a simple n-polytope and q : M → P
is a projection map satisfying the following conditions: (i) the Tn-action is locally standard,
(ii) the map q : M → P is constant on Tn orbits and maps every ℓ-dimensional orbit to a
point in the interior of an ℓ-dimension face of P . We also say that q : M → P is a quasitoric
manifold over P (or simply M is a quasitoric manifold over P ). All complex projective
spaces CPn and their equivariant connected sums, products are quasitoric manifolds, (cf.
[DJ91]).
Proposition 2.1 ([DJ91, Lemma 1.4]). Let q : M → P be a 2n-dimensional quasitoric
manifold. Then, there is a projection map f : Tn × P → M so that, f maps Tn × q onto
q
−1(q) for each q ∈ P .
Now we briefly discuss the combinatorial definition of quasitoric manifolds following
[DJ91]. Let F(P ) be the set of all facets of an n-dimensional simple polytope P . For a
simple n-polytope P , a function
ξ : F(P )→ Zn
is called a characteristic function if the submodule generated by {ξ(Fj1), . . . , ξ(Fjℓ)} is an
ℓ-dimensional direct summand of Zn whenever the intersection Fj1 ∩ · · · ∩ Fjℓ is nonempty.
The vectors ξ(F1), . . . , ξ(Fm) are called characteristic vectors and the pair (P, ξ) is called a
characteristic pair.
In [DJ91], the authors show that given a quasitoric manifold one can associate a char-
acteristic pair to it up to choice of signs of characteristic vectors. They also constructed a
quasitoric manifold from the pair (P, ξ). It’s description is the following.
Let P be a simple n-polytope and (P, ξ) be a characteristic pair. A codimension k face
F of P is the intersection Fj1 ∩ · · · ∩ Fjk of unique collection of k facets Fj1 , . . . , Fjk of P .
Let Z(F ) be the submodule of Zn generated by the characteristic vectors ξ(Fj1), . . . , ξ(Fjk).
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The module Z(F ) is a direct summand of Zn. Therefore, the torus TF := (Z(F )⊗ZR)/Z(F )
is a direct summand of Tn. Define Z(P ) = {0} and TP to be the proper trivial subgroup of
T
n. If p ∈ P , p belongs to relative interior of a unique face F of P .
Define an equivalence relation ‘∼’ on the product Tn × P by
(t, p) ∼ (s, q) if p = q and s−1t ∈ TF , (2.1)
where p ∈ F ◦. Let
M(P, ξ) := (Tn × P )/ ∼
be the quotient space. The group operation in Tn induces a natural action of Tn onM(P, ξ),
namely g.[h, x] = [gh, x]. The projection onto the second factor of Tn × P descends to the
quotient map
π : M(P, ξ)→ P given by π([t, p]) = p. (2.2)
So, the orbit space of this Tn action on M(P, ξ) is the polytope P itself. One can show that
the space M(P, ξ) has the structure of a quasitoric manifold (cf. [DJ91]).
Remark 2.2 ([DJ91, Corollary 3.9]). A quasitoric manifold q :M → P is simply connected.
So, M is orientable. A choice of orientation on Tn and P gives an orientation on M .
Let δ : Tn → Tn be an automorphism. Two quasitoric manifolds M1 and M2 over
the same polytope P are called δ-equivariantly homeomorphic if there is a homeomorphism
f : M1 → M2 such that f(t · x) = δ(t) · f(x) for all (t, x) ∈ T
n ×M1. Moreover, if δ is the
identity, f is called an equivariant homeomorphism and the Tn actions on M1 and M2 are
called equivalent.
Proposition 2.3 ([DJ91, Proposition 1.8]). Let q :M → P be a 2n-dimensional quasitoric
manifold over P and ξ : F(P ) → Zn be its associated characteristic function. Let qM :
M(P, ξ) → P be the quasitoric manifold constructed (as in equation 2.2) from the pair
(P, ξ). Then, the map f : Tn × P → M of Proposition 2.1 descends to an equivariant
homeomorphism M(P, ξ)→M covering the identity on P .
Two characteristic pairs (P, ξ) and (Q, η) are called equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism
ψ : P → Q (as manifold with corners) such that η(ψ(F )) = ±ξ(F ) for all F ∈ F(P ). Note
that ψ(F(P )) = F(Q). Using Proposition 2.3 we can prove the following.
Proposition 2.4. Let M and N be 2n-dimensional quasitoric manifolds over P and Q
with the characteristic functions ξ and η respectively. Then, M and N are equivariantly
homeomorphic if and only if (P, ξ) and (Q, η) are equivalent.
Example 2.5 (Example 1.18, [DJ91]). Let Q be a triangle in R2. The possible characteristic
functions are indicated by the following figures.
The quasitoric manifold corresponding to the first characteristic pair is CP2 with the
usual T2 action and standard orientation, we denote it by CP2. The second characteristic
pair correspond to the same T2 action with the reverse orientation on CP2, we denote this
quasitoric manifold by CP2.
Note that there are many non-equivariant T2 actions on CP2, see Section 6 of [Sar12].
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Figure 1: The characteristic functions corresponding to a triangle.
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Figure 2: Some characteristic functions corresponding to a rectangle.
Example 2.6 (Example 1.19, [DJ91]). Suppose that P is combinatorially a rectangle in R2.
In this case there are many possible characteristic functions. Some examples are given by
Figure 2.
The first characteristic pairs may construct an infinite family of 4-dimensional quasitoric
manifolds, denote them by Mk for each k ∈ Z. By Proposition 2.4, the manifolds {Mk :
k ∈ Z} are equivariantly distinct. Let L(k) be the complex line bundle over CP1 with the
first Chern class k. The complex manifold CP(L(k) ⊕ C) is the Hirzebruch surface for each
integer k, where CP(·) denotes the projectivisation of a complex bundle. So, each Hirzebruch
surface is the total space of the bundle CP(L(k)⊕C)→ CP1 with fiber CP1. It is well-known
that with the natural action of T2 on CP(L(k)⊕C) it is equivariantly homeomorphic to Mk
for each k (cf. [Oda88]). That is, with respect to the T2-action, Hirzebruch surfaces are
quasitoric manifolds where the orbit space is a combinatorial square and the corresponding
characteristic maps are as in Fig. 2 (a).
On the other hand, the second combinatorial model (Figure 2(b)) gives the quasitoric
manifold CP2 # CP2, the equivariant connected sum of CP2 (cf. [OR70]).
Equivariant connected sum of quasitoric manifolds is discussed in 1.11 of [DJ91] as well
as in Section 2 of [Sar12]. The following Proposition classifies all 4-dimensional quasitoric
manifolds.
Proposition 2.7 ([OR70, p. 553]). Any 4-dimensional quasitoric manifold M4 over a 2-
polytope is an equivariant connected sum of some copies of CP2, CP2 and Mk for some
k ∈ Z. In particular, M4 is homeomorphic to a connected sum of copies of CP2, CP2 and
S2 × S2.
Remark 2.8. The decomposition in the above proposition of M4 as a connected sum is not
unique, see Remark 5.8 in [OR70] for details.
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Now, we recall a relation between toric varieties and quasitoric manifolds. For more
details about toric variety see Oda [Oda88] and Fulton [Ful93].
A toric variety is a normal algebraic variety M containing the algebraic torus (C∗)n as
a Zariski open subset in such a way that the natural action of (C∗)n on itself extends to an
action on M . Thus (C∗)n acts on M with a dense orbit.
A convex polyhedral cone (or simply cone) σ spanned by p1, . . . , pk ∈ R
n is
σ = {r1p1 + · · · + rkpk ∈ R
n : r1, . . . , rk ≥ 0}.
A cone in Rn is called nonsingular if it is generated by a part of a basis of Zn. So a
nonsingular cone does not contain a line through the origin in Rn. A nonsingular fan Σ
is a set of nonsingular cones in Rn such that a face of a cone in Σ is a cone in Σ and the
intersection of two cones in Σ is a face of each. A nonsingular fan is called complete if the
union of all cones in Σ is Rn.
There is a one-to-one bridge from fans to toric varieties of complex dimension n which
produces a beautiful connection between topology and combinatorics. We denote the corre-
sponding toric variety of the fan Σ by MΣ.
Suppose (P, ξ) is a characteristic pair and F be a nonempty face. If F = P then, we
define σP = {0} the origin of R
n. Otherwise F = Fi1 ∩ . . . ∩ Fik for a unique collection of
facets Fi1 , . . . , Fik of P . Then, we define σF is the cone generated by ξ(Fi1), . . . , ξ(Fik). So,
by definition of characteristic function, σF is a nonsingular cone for a nonempty proper face
F of P . In general the collection ΣP = {σF : F is a face of P} is not a fan. We say the
characteristic pair is complete if ΣP is a complete fan.
On the other hand, if M is a nonsingular projective toric variety then it is a quasitoric
manifold and the corresponding characteristic pair is complete (see Section 5.1.3 and 5.2.3
of [BP02]). From the discussion of these Sections we state the following proposition.
Proposition 2.9. Let M be a quasitoric manifold manifold with characteristic pair (P, ξ).
Then, M is projective toric variety if and only if (P, ξ) is complete.
2.2 Triangulation
We recall some basic definitions and examples in triangulation. All simplicial complexes
considered here are finite and the empty set is a simplex (of dimension −1) of every simplicial
complex. If σ = {v1, . . . , vk} is a simplex in a simplicial complex then, σ is also denoted by
v1v2 · · · vk. The vertex set of a simplicial complex X is denoted by V (X).
If X, Y are two simplicial complexes, then a simplicial isomorphism from X to Y is a
bijection π : V (X)→ V (Y ) such that for σ ⊆ V (X), σ is a face of X if and only if π(σ) is a
face of Y . Two simplicial complexes X, Y are called isomorphic (denoted by X ∼= Y ) when
such an isomorphism exists.
We identify two complexes if they are isomorphic. We also identify a simplicial complex
with the set of maximal faces in it. For any two simplicial complexes X and Y , their join
X ∗ Y is the simplicial complex whose faces are the disjoint unions of the faces of X with
the faces of Y .
A subcomplex Z of a simplicial complex X is said to be an induced subcomplex if every
face of X contained in V (Z) is a face of Z. If σ is a face of a simplicial complex X then,
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the link of σ in X, denoted by lkX(σ), is the simplicial complex whose faces are the faces τ
of X such that τ ∩ σ = ∅ and σ ∪ τ ∈ X.
A d-dimensional simplicial complex is called pure if all its maximal faces (called facets)
are d-dimensional. A d-dimensional pure simplicial complex is called a weak pseudomanifold
if each of its (d− 1)-faces is in at most two facets.
For a d-dimensional weak pseudomanifold X, the boundary ∂X of X is the pure (d− 1)-
dimensional subcomplex of X whose facets are those (d − 1)-dimensional faces of X which
are contained in unique facets of X. For a simplicial complex X, |X| denotes the geometric
carrier of X. It may be described as the subspace of [0, 1]V (X) consisting of all functions
f : V (X)→ [0, 1] satisfying (i) Support(f) ∈ X and (ii)
∑
x∈V (X) f(x) = 1.
If a topological space M is homeomorphic to |X| then, we say that X triangulates M .
If |X| is a topological d-ball (resp., d-sphere) then, X is called a triangulated d-ball (resp.,
d-sphere). If |X| is a pl manifold (with the pl structure induced by X) (resp., topological
manifold) then X is called a combinatorial manifold (resp., triangulated manifold).
For 1 ≤ d ≤ 4, X is a combinatorial d-manifold if and only if the vertex links are
triangulated (d− 1)-spheres or (d− 1)-balls if and only if X is a triangulated d-manifold.
For a finite set α, let α (respectively ∂α) denote the simplicial complex whose faces
are all the subsets (respectively, all proper subsets) of α. Thus, if #(α) = n ≥ 2, α is a
copy of the standard triangulation B n−1n of the (n − 1)-dimensional ball, and ∂α is a copy
of the standard triangulation S n−2n of the (n − 2)-dimensional sphere (and is also denoted
by Sn−2n (α)). Thus, for any two disjoint finite sets α and β, α ∗ ∂β and ∂α ∗ β are two
triangulations of a ball; they have identical boundaries, namely (∂α) ∗ (∂β).
By a subdivision of a simplicial complex X we mean a simplicial complex X ′ together
with a homeomorphism from |X ′| onto |X| which is facewise linear. Two complexes X, Y
have isomorphic subdivisions if and only if |X| and |Y | are piecewise linear homeomorphic.
If α is a face of a simplicial complex X and u 6∈ V (X) then, consider the simplicial
complex (on the vertex set V (X) ∪ {u})
τuα(X) := {σ ∈ X : α 6⊆ σ} ∪ u ∗ ∂α ∗ lkX(α). (2.3)
Then, τuα(X) is a subdivision of X and is called the subdivision obtained from X by starring
the new vertex u in α. A simplicial complex Y is called a stellar subdivision of X if Y is
obtained from X by starring (successively) finitely many vertices. Two simplicial complexes
Y and Z are called stellar equivalent if they have isomorphic stellar subdivisions. So, if two
simplicial complexes are stellar equivalent then they triangulate the same topological space.
If X is a d-dimensional simplicial complex with an induced subcomplex α ∗ ∂β (α 6= ∅,
β 6= ∅) of dimension d (thus, dim(α) + dim(β) = d), then
κβα(X) := (X \ (α ∗ ∂β)) ∪ (∂α ∗ β) (2.4)
is clearly another triangulation of the same topological space |X|. In this case, κβα(X) is said
to be obtained from X by the bistellar move α 7→ β. If dim(β) = i (0 ≤ i ≤ d), we say that
α 7→ β is a bistellar move of index i (or an i-move, in short). Clearly, if κβα(X) is obtained
from X by an i-move α 7→ β then X is obtained from κβα(X) by the (reverse) (d − i)-move
β 7→ α, i.e., καβ(κ
β
α(X)) = X. Notice that, in case i = 0, i.e., when β is a single vertex, we
have ∂β = {∅} and hence α ∗ ∂β = α. Therefore, our requirement that α ∗ ∂β is the induced
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subcomplex of X on α ⊔ β means that β is a new vertex, not in X. Thus, a 0-move creates
a new vertex, and correspondingly a d-move deletes an old vertex.
For a simplicial complex X, if ∼ is an equivalence relation on the vertex set V (X) then
consider the simplicial complex (called the quotient complex) X/∼ whose vertices are the
∼-classes and {C1, . . . , Ck} is a face of X/∼ if C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ck is a face of X.
If φ = u1 · · · ui−1uiui+1 · · · uk is a loop in a simplicial complex X and ui−1uiui+1 is a
face of X then, φ is equivalent to the loop ̺ = u1 · · · ui−1ui+1 · · · uk (denoted by φ ≃ ̺) and
hence φ and ̺ represent the same element in the fundamental group π1(X,u1).
Let X1, X2 be two triangulated closed d-manifold with disjoint vertex-sets, σi a facet of
Xi (i = 1, 2) and ψ : σ1 → σ2 a bijection. Let (X1 ⊔ X2)
ψ denote the simplicial complex
obtained fromX1⊔X2\{σ1, σ2} by identifying x with ψ(x) for each x ∈ σ1. Then, (X1⊔X2)
ψ
is called an elementary connected sum of X1 and X2, and is denoted by X1#ψX2 (or simply
by X1#X2). Note that the combinatorial type of X1#ψX2 depends on the choice of the
bijection ψ. However, |X1#ψX2| is the topological connected sum of |X1| and |X2| (taken
with appropriate orientations). Thus, X1#ψX2 is a triangulated closed d-manifold ([BD08,
Definition 1.3]).
In [KB83], Ku¨hnel and Banchoff constructed a 9-vertex vertex minimal triangulation
of CP2 and in [Lut05], Lutz has constructed an 11-vertex vertex minimal triangulation of
S2 × S2. Using these we get the following proposition.
Proposition 2.10. For j + k+ l ≥ 1, the manifold jCP2#kCP2#ℓ(S2 × S2) has a triangu-
lation with 4j + 4k + 6ℓ+ 5 vertices.
Proof. Let X be a 9-vertex triangulation of CP2. Since CP2 is homeomorphic to CP2, CP2
has a 9-vertex triangulation Y . Let Z be an 11-vertex triangulation of S2 × S2.
If M and N are triangulated closed d-manifolds with m and n vertices respectively then,
the elementary connected sum M#N of M and N is an (m+ n − d − 1)-vertex connected
triangulated closed d-manifold and triangulates |M |#|N |. Let Σjkℓ be the elementary con-
nected sum of j copies of X, k copies of Y and ℓ copies of Z. Then, Σjkℓ is a triangulated
closed 4-manifold (and hence a combinatorial 4-manifold) with 9j+9k+11ℓ−(j+k+ℓ−1)×5
vertices and triangulates jCP2#kCP2#ℓ(S2×S2). (If one of j, k, ℓ is 0 then, we do not take
the corresponding triangulated manifold in the connected sum.) This proves the result. 
2.3 Three dimensional Lens spaces
The 3-dimensional lens spaces were introduced by Tietze, [Tie08]. Let p and q be relatively
prime integer. Consider S3 = {(z1, z2) ∈ C
2 : |z1|
2 + |z2|
2 = 1}. Then, the action of
Zp = Z/pZ on S
3 generated by e2πi/p.(z1, z2) = (e
2πi/pz1, e
2πiq/pz2) is free since p and q are
relatively prime. The quotient space of this action is called the lens space and is denoted by
L(p, q). The lens space L(p, q) is homeomorphic to L(p, r) if and only if r = ±q (mod p) or
qr = ±1 (mod p) ([Mad09]).
Let m,n ∈ Z so that det((m,n)t, (p, q)t) = 1. Let S1 × D2 be a solid torus considered
as a subset of C2, that is S1 × D2 = {(z, w) ∈ C2 : |z| = 1, |w| ≤ 1}. We will also think
T
2 = ∂(S1 ×D2) = S1 × ∂D2 = S1 × S1 as a subset of C2. Let ϕ(p,q) : T
2 → T2 be the map
ϕ(p,q)(z, w) = (z
mwp, znwq). Clearly this is a homeomorphism of T2. It is well known that
the lens space L(p, q) is the identification space of the disjoint union S1×D2⊔S1×D2 with
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(z, w) ∼ ϕ(p,q)(z, w) for all (z, w) ∈ T
2. It is known that
L(p, q) = L(−p,−q) = L(−p, q) = L(p,−q) = L(p, p− q), (2.5)
where L(k, ℓ) denotes L(k, ℓ) with the opposite orientation.
Question 2.11. Can we construct a triangulation of T2 such that ϕ(1,0), ϕ(0,1) and ϕ(p,1)
are simplicial?
Question 2.12. Let A1, . . . , Ak ∈ GL(n,Z) n ≥ 2, k ≥ 1. What are the vertex minimal
triangulations of Tn so that the homomorphisms determined by A1, . . . , Ak are simplicial?
3 Some sequences of triangulated solid tori and lens spaces
In this section we present some triangulated S1 × D2, S3, S1 × S2, RP3, L(3, 1), L(4, 1),
L(5, 2) and L(7, 2). We need these in Sections 5, 6 and 7.
Example 3.1. We know that any triangulation of the 2-dimensional torus S1×S1 requires
at least 7 vertices and up to isomorphism there is a unique triangulation T of S1×S1, where
T = {013, 124, 235, 346, 045, 156, 026, 023, 134, 245, 356, 046, 015, 126}. (3.1)
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Figure 2a : 7-vertex torus T
Here the vertex set of T is {0, 1, . . . , 6}. If we identify the vertex set with Z7 = Z/7Z
then, Z7-acts on T given by i 7→ i + 1. There are exactly three 7-vertex triangulations of
the solid torus D2 × S1 whose boundaries are T . These are the following (cf. [BK92]) :
T1 := {0123, 1234, 2345, 3456, 0456, 0156, 0126},
T2 := {0246, 1246, 1346, 1356, 0135, 0235, 0245},
T3 := {0145, 1245, 1256, 2356, 0236, 0346, 0134}. (3.2)
Observe that T1 ∩ T2 = T1 ∩ T3 = T2 ∩ T3 = T = ∂T1 = ∂T2 = ∂T3. The triangulated
2-manifold T has fourteen 2-dimensional faces. Among the remaining
(
7
3
)
−14 = 21 possible
2-simplices, 7 are in T1, 7 are in T2 and 7 are in T3. For 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 3, let
Sij := Ti ∪ Tj .
Then, for any vertex k ∈ Z7, lkSij (k) = lkTi(k) ∪ lkTj (k). Since lkTi(k) and lkTj(k) are
2-discs and lkTi(k) ∩ lkTj(k) = lkT (k) is a cycle, it follows that lkSij (k) is a 2-sphere. Thus,
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Sij is a triangulated 3-manifold without boundary. Since Sij has 7 vertices, it triangulates
the 3-sphere S 3 (since a triangulated 3-manifold without boundary with at most 8 vertices
triangulates S 3 [Alt74]). 
Remark 3.2. Observe that 0160, 0250, 0340 are loops in T and π1(T , 0) = 〈α1, α2〉 =
〈α1, α3〉 = 〈α2, α3〉 ∼= Z⊕Z, where α1 = [0160], α2 = [0250], α3 = [0340] = α1+α2 (cf. Fig.
2a). Moreover, αi = 0 in π1(Ti, 0) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. Thus, for 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 3, the triangulated
3-manifold Sij = Ti ∪ Tj is simply connected and hence is a triangulation of S
3.
Example 3.3. Let T1, T2, T3 be as in Eq. (3.2) with common vertex set Z7. Take nine
pairwise disjoint (and disjoint from the set Z7) countable sets
U1 = {u1,n : n ≥ 0}, U2 = {u2,n : n ≥ 0}, U3 = {u3,n : n ≥ 0},
V1 = {v1,n : n ≥ 0}, V2 = {v2,n : n ≥ 0}, V3 = {v3,n : n ≥ 0},
W1 = {w1,n : n ≥ 0}, W2 = {w2,n : n ≥ 0}, W3 = {w3,n : n ≥ 0}.
First consider the subdivisions T1,0 and T
′
1,0 of T1 by adding new vertices u1,0, v1,0 and u1,0,
v1,0, w1,0 respectively.
T1,0 := κ
u1,0v1,0
345 (κ
2v1,0
016 (κ
3v1,0
456 (τ
v1,0
056 (κ
5u1,0
234 (τ
u1,0
123 (T1)),
T ′1,0 := τ
w1,0
012 (T1,0). (3.3)
Observe that T1 is the union of the triangulated 3-balls B1 = {0123, 1234, 2345} and B2 =
{3456, 0456, 0156, 0126} and T1,0 = κ
u1,0v1,0
345 ((u1,0 ∗ ∂B1) ∪ (v1,0 ∗ ∂B2)).
Consider the maps f, g : Z7 ⊔ (⊔
3
i=1(Ui ⊔ Vi ⊔Wi))→ Z7 ⊔ (⊔
3
i=1(Ui ⊔Vi ⊔Wi)) given by :
f(i) = i+ 1, g(i) = 2i (mod 7) for i ∈ Z7,
f(uj,n) = uj,n+1, f(vj,n) = vj,n+1, f(wj,n) = wj,n+1, for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, n ≥ 0 and
g(u1,n) = u2,2n, g(u2,n) = u3,2n, g(u3,n) = u1,2n, g(v1,n) = v2,2n, g(v2,n) = v3,2n,
g(v3,n) = v1,2n, g(w1,n) = w2,2n, g(w2,n) = w3,2n, g(w3,n) = w1,2n, for n ≥ 0. (3.4)
Then, f |Z7 is an automorphism of Tj for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, g(T1) = T2, g(T2) = T3, g(T3) = T1
and g ◦ f = f2 ◦ g. Let
Tj,0 := g
j−1(T1,0) for j = 2, 3,
T ′j,0 := g
j−1(T ′1,0) for j = 2, 3,
Tj,n :=
{
fn(Tj,0) for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, 1 ≤ n ≤ 6,
fn(T ′j,0) for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, n ≥ 7.
(3.5)
For 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, the number of vertices in Tj,n is 7 + 2 = 9 if 0 ≤ n ≤ 6 and the number of
vertices in Tj,n is 7 + 3 = 10 if n ≥ 7. 
Lemma 3.4. Let T be the torus given by Eq. (3.1) and T1, T2, T3 be given by the Eq. (3.2).
For 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 and n ≥ 0, the solid tori Tj,n defined in Example 3.3 satisfy the following.
(i) Tj,n is a subdivision of Tj for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 and n ≥ 0.
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(ii) Ti,k ∼= Tj,ℓ, Ti,m ∼= Tj,n for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3, 0 ≤ k, ℓ ≤ 6, m,n ≥ 7.
(iii) ∂Tj,n = T for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 and n ≥ 0.
(iv) Ti ∩ Tj,n = T = Ti,m ∩ Tj,n for 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 3 and m,n ≥ 0.
(v) Tj,m ∩ Tj,n = T = Tj ∩ Tj,l for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, m 6= n ≥ 0 and ℓ ≥ 7.
(vi) Ti ∪ Tj,n, Ti,m ∪ Tj,n triangulate S
3 for 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 3 and m,n ≥ 0.
(vii) Tj,m ∪ Tj,n, Tj ∪ Tj,ℓ triangulate S
2 × S1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, m 6= n ≥ 0 and ℓ ≥ 7.
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) follow from the definition of Tj,n in (3.5). From (3.3) it follows that
∂T1,0 = T = ∂T
′
1,0. Part (iii) now follows from the definition of Tj,n in (3.5).
To prove part (iv), assume that (i, j) = (1, 2). (Similar arguments work for other values
of (i, j).) Clearly,
V (T1,m) ⊆ Z7 ∪ {u1,m, v1,m, w1,m} and V (T2,n) ⊆ Z7 ∪ {u2,n, v2,n, w2,n}.
Let σ be a face in T1,m \ T (resp., in T1 \ T ). Then, either σ = {m,m + 1,m + 2} (when
m ≤ 6) or σ contains a vertex from {u1,m, v1,m, w1,m} (resp., σ = {i, i + 1, i + 2} for some
i ∈ Z7). Similarly, if τ be a face in T2,n \ T then either τ = {n, n + 2, n + 4} (when n ≤ 6)
or τ contains a vertex from {u2,n, v2,n, w2,n}. (Addition here is mod 7.) Thus, σ 6= τ . This
proves part (iv)
To prove part (v), assume that j = 1. (Similar arguments work for other values of j.)
Any face in T1,m \ T is either {m,m + 1,m + 2} (when m ≤ 6) or contains a vertex from
{u1,m, v1,m, w1,m} and any face in T1,n \T is either {n, n+1, n+2} (when n ≤ 6) or contains
a vertex from {u1,n, v1,n, w1,n}. Since m 6= n, there is no common face in T1,m \ T and in
T1,n \ T . Thus, T1,m ∩ T1,n = T . Similarly, T1 ∩ T1,ℓ = T for ℓ ≥ 7. This proves part (v).
Since Ti,m is a subdivision of Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 and m ≥ 0, Ti,m ∪ Tj,n is a subdivision of
Ti ∪ Tj = Sij for 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 3. Part (vi) now follows since Sij is a triangulation of S
3.
Consider the oriented 3-dimensional weak pseudomanifold X whose vertex set is {d0, d1,
. . . , d9, u, x, a, b} and oriented facets are
didi+1di+2di+3, d0d1ua, d0d2au, d1d2ua, djdj+1dj+3u, udjdj+2dj+3, for 0 ≤ i ≤ 6, 0 ≤ j ≤ 2,
dkdk+1dk+3x, xdkdk+2dk+3 for 3 ≤ k ≤ 6, d3d4xu, d4d5xu, d3d5ux, d7d8bx, d7d9xb, d8d9bx.
Then, X triangulates [0, 1] × S2 and the 2-spheres S24 ({d0, d1, d2, a}) and S
2
4 ({d7, d8, d9, b})
are induced and in ∂X. The orientation on X induces orientation on S24 ({d0, d1, d2, a})
(namely α is a positively oriented 2-face if aα is positively oriented in X) with the positively
oriented 2-faces d0d2d1, d2d0a, d1d2a, d0d1a. Similarly (with the induced orientation), the
positively oriented 2-faces in S24 ({d7, d8, d9, b}) are d7d8d9, d7d9b, d9d8b and d8d7b.
Now, consider the map
ϕ : {d0, d1, d2, a} → {d7, d8, d9, b}
given by ϕ(di) = di+7 for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 and ϕ(a) = b. Then, ϕ defines an equivalence relation
∼ on V (X) (namely, y ∼ z if y = z, ϕ(y) = z or y = ϕ(z)). Observe that if α is a positively
oriented 2-face, then ϕ(α) is negatively oriented. So, the quotient complex X/∼ is orientable
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and triangulates S2 × S1. It is easy to see that X/∼ is isomorphic to T1 ∪ T
′
1,0. Therefore,
T1 ∪ T
′
1,0 triangulates S
2 × S1. Since T1,m ∪ T1,n (resp., T1 ∪ T1,ℓ) is stellar equivalent
(resp., is isomorphic) to T1 ∪ T
′
1,0 for m 6= n (resp. ℓ ≥ 7), it follows that T1,m ∪ T1,n and
T1 ∪ T1,ℓ triangulate S
2 × S1. This proves part (vii) since g2 : T2,m ∪ T2,n → T1,4m ∪ T1,4n,
g : T3,m ∪ T3,n → T1,2m ∪ T1,2n are isomorphisms for m 6= n and g
2 : T2 ∪ T2,ℓ → T1 ∪ T1,4n,
g : T3 ∪ T3,ℓ → T1 ∪ T1,2l are isomorphisms for ℓ ≥ 7. 
Remark 3.5. For 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 and m 6= n, |Tj,m| and |Tj,n| are two copies of the same solid
torus |T1| and (since |Tj,m| and |Tj,n| have no common interior face) |Tj,m∪Tj,n| is the space
obtained from the disjoint union of |Tj,m| and |Tj,n| by identifying their boundaries with the
identity map. This implies |Tj,m ∪ Tj,n| is homeomorphic to S
2 × S1. Similarly, |Tj ∪ Tj,ℓ| is
homeomorphic to S2 × S1 for ℓ ≥ 7. This gives another proof of Lemma 3.4 (vii).
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Example 3.6. For each integer n ≥ 0, consider the 3-dimensional simplicial complex
B4,n = B
′ ∪ B ′′ on the vertex set {p0, p1, . . . , p6} ∪ {p
′
0, . . . , p
′
6} ∪ {qn,0, qn,1, . . . , qn,6}∪
{u4,n, v4,n, w4,n, u
′
4,n}.
B ′ = {w4,nu
′
4,np
′
ip
′
i+1, w4,np
′
ip
′
i+1qn,i+2, w4,np
′
i−1qn,iqn,i+1, v4,nw4,nqn,iqn,i+1,
v4,nqn,ipi+1pi+2, v4,nqn,iqn,i+1pi+2, u4,nv4,npipi+1 : i ∈ Z7},
B ′′ = {p ′i−1qn,iqn,i+1pi+2, p
′
i−2p
′
i−1qn,ipi+1, p
′
i−1qn,ipi+1pi+2, : i ∈ Z7}.
Consider the equivalence relation ‘∼’ on the vertex set V (B4,n) generated by u
′
4,n ∼ u4,n,
p ′i ∼ pi for 0 ≤ i ≤ 6. Let
T4,n = B4,n/∼ . (3.6)
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We identify the vertices [pi], [u4,n], [v4,n] and [w4,n] in T4,n with i, u4,n, v4,n and w4,n
respectively. So, V (T4,n) = Z7 ∪ {qn,0, . . . , qn,6} ∪ {u4,n, v4,n, w4,n} for n ≥ 0. We assume
that V (T4,n) ∩ V (T4,m) = Z7 = V (T4,n) ∩ V (Tj,l) for all ℓ,m 6= n ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3. 
Lemma 3.7. For n ≥ 0, the simplicial complexes B4,n and T4,n defined in Example 3.6
satisfy the following.
(i) B4,n is a triangulated 3-ball with boundary ∂B4,n = C1∪C2∪C3, where C1 = {u4,npipi+1 :
i ∈ Z7}, C2 = {u
′
4,np
′
ip
′
i+1 : i ∈ Z7}, C3 = {p
′
i−2p
′
i−1pi+1, p
′
i−1pi+1pi+2 : i ∈ Z7}.
(ii) T4,n is a triangulated solid torus with boundary ∂T4,n = T .
(iii) If α1, α2 are as in Remark 3.2 and α4 = [c4] ∈ π1(T , 0), where c4 is the loop 01234560
in T , then α4 = 3α1 + α2 and α4 = 0 in π1(T4,n, 0).
Proof. Consider the seventeen triangulated 3-balls
B1 = {w4,nu
′
4,np
′
ip
′
i+1, w4,np
′
ip
′
i+1qn,i+2, w4,np
′
i−1qn,iqn,i+1 : i ∈ Z7},
B2 = {v4,nqn,ipi+1pi+2, v4,nqn,iqn,i+1pi+2, v4,nw4,nqn,iqn,i+1 : i ∈ Z7},
B3 = {u4,nv4,npipi+1 : i ∈ Z7}, B4 = {p
′
0qn,1qn,2p3}, . . . ,B10 = {p
′
6qn,0qn,1p2},
B11 = {p
′
0p
′
1qn,2p3, p
′
1qn,2p3p4}, . . . ,B17 = {p
′
6p
′
0qn,1p2, p
′
0qn,1p2p3}.
Clearly, B4,n = B1 ∪ · · · ∪B17. Observe that Bi ∩ (B1 ∪ · · · ∪Bi−1) is a triangulated 2-disc
for 2 ≤ i ≤ 17. This implies that B4,n = B1 ∪ · · · ∪ B17 is a triangulated 3-ball. This proves
first part of (i). (Observe that B ′ = B1 ∪ B2 ∪ B3 is also a 3-ball.) Second part of (i) follows
from the definition of B4,n.
There is no vertex in B4,n which is a common neighbour of p
′
i and pi for i ∈ Z7 and
there is no vertex in B4,n which is a common neighbour of u
′
4,n and u4,n. This implies
that the quotient complex T4,n is a triangulated 3-manifold with boundary. Clearly, the
boundary ∂T4,n is the quotient C3/∼= T . Since the space |T4,n| can be obtained from |B4,n|
by identifying the 2-disc |C1| with the 2-disc |C2| (via the simplicial isomorphism from C1 to
C2 given by u4,n 7→ u
′
4,n, pi 7→ p
′
i for 0 ≤ i ≤ 6), |T4,n| is a solid torus. This proves (ii).
It is clear that, 0160340160 ≃ 01603405160 ≃ 0160340560 ≃ 016034560 ≃ 0160234560 ≃
016234560 ≃ 01234560 (see Fig. 2a). Thus, α4 = [c4] = [0160] + [0340] + [0160] = α1 +α3 +
α1 = 3α1 + α2. Let C be the 2-disc in T4,n corresponding to the 2-disc C1 in B4,n. Then,
c4 is the boundary of C and hence α4 = [c4] = 0 in π1(T4,n, 0). This completes the proof of
(iii). 
Example 3.8. Let Qn = {qn,0, . . . , qn,6}, U4 = {u4,n : n ≥ 0}, V4 = {v4,n : n ≥ 0},
W4 = {w4,n : n ≥ 0} be as in Example 3.6. Let Q = ∪n≥0Qn. Take new (disjoint) sets of
vertices
R = ∪n≥0Rn = ∪n≥0{rn,0, . . . , rn,6}, S = ∪n≥0Sn = ∪n≥0{sn,0, . . . , sn,6},
Uj = {uj,n : n ≥ 0}, Vj = {vj,n : n ≥ 0}, Wj = {wj,n : n ≥ 0} for 5 ≤ j ≤ 6.
Let f and g be as in (3.4). Consider the following extensions of f and g (also denoted
by f and g respectively) f, g : Z7 ⊔ (Q⊔R⊔ S)⊔ (⊔
6
i=1(Ui ⊔ Vi ⊔Wi))→ Z7 ⊔ (Q⊔R⊔S)⊔
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(⊔6i=1(Ui ⊔ Vi ⊔Wi)) as :
f(uj,n) = uj,n+1, f(vj,n) = vj,n+1, f(wj,n) = wj,n+1, for 4 ≤ j ≤ 6, n ≥ 0,
f(qn,i) = qn+1,i, f(rn,i) = rn+1,i, f(sn,i) = sn+1,i, for 0 ≤ i ≤ 6, n ≥ 0 and
g(u4,n) = u5,2n, g(u5,n) = u6,2n, g(u6,n) = u4,2n, g(v4,n) = v5,2n, g(v5,n) = v6,2n,
g(v6,n) = v4,2n, g(w4,n) = w5,2n, g(w5,n) = w6,2n, g(w6,n) = w4,2n, for n ≥ 0,
g(qn,i) = r2n,i, g(rn,i) = s2n,i, g(sn,i) = q2n,i, 0 ≤ i ≤ 6, n ≥ 0. (3.7)
Then, g ◦ f = f2 ◦ g. Let
T5,0 := g(T4,0), T6,0 := g
2(T4,0),
Tj,n := f
n(Tj,0) for n ≥ 1 and j = 5, 6. (3.8)
For 4 ≤ j ≤ 6 and n ≥ 0, the number of vertices in Tj,n is 7 + 7 + 3 = 17. 
Lemma 3.9. For n ≥ 0, T5,n, T6,n defined in Example 3.8 satisfy the following.
(i) Ti,m ∼= Tj,n for 4 ≤ i, j ≤ 6 and m,n ≥ 0.
(ii) Tj,n is a triangulated solid torus with boundary ∂Tj,n = T for j = 5, 6, n ≥ 0.
(iii) Let α1, α2 be as in Remark 3.2 and α5 = [c5], α6 = [c6] ∈ π1(T , 0), where c5 =
05316420, c6 = 03625140 are loops in T . Then, α5 = α1 − 2α2, α6 = 2α1 + 3α2 and
αj = 0 in π1(Tj,n, 0) for j = 5, 6, n ≥ 0.
Proof. From the definition in (3.8), Ti,m ∼= Ti,0 ∼= T4,0 ∼= Tj,0 ∼= Tj,n for 4 ≤ i, j ≤ 6 and
m,n ≥ 0. This proves part (i).
By part (i), Tj,n ∼= T4,0. Therefore, by Lemma 3.7 (ii), Tj,n triangulates the solid torus.
Since f(T ) = T = g(T ) and ∂T4,0 = T , it follows that ∂Tj,n = T . This proves part (ii).
Observe that g(c4) = 02461350 = c5 and g(c5) = c6, where c5 is the loop c5 with opposite
orientation. Therefore, g∗(α4) = −α5 and g∗(α5) = α6, where g∗ : π1(T , 0) → π1(T , 0) is
induced by the map g. Since g∗(α1) = [g(0160)] = [0250] = α2 and g∗(α2) = [g(0250)] =
[0430] = −α1 − α2, it follows that α5 = −g∗(α4) = −g∗(3α1 + α2) = −3α2 + (α1 + α2) =
α1 − 2α2. Therefore, α6 = g∗(α5) = g∗(α1 − 2α2) = α2 − 2(−α1 − α2) = 2α1 + 3α2. This
proves the first part of (iii).
Since g : T4,0 → T5,0 is an isomorphism, g∗ : π1(T4,0, 0) → π1(T5,0, 0) is an isomorphism.
Therefore, α5 = g∗(−α4) = g∗(0) = 0 in π1(T5,0, 0). (In fact, c5 is the boundary of the
2-disc g(C) in T5,0, where C is the 2-disc defined in the proof of Lemma 3.7 (iii).) Now,
fn : T5,0 → T5,n is an isomorphism and f
n(c5) = c5. This implies that α5 = [c5] = 0 in
π1(T5,n, 0). Similarly, α6 = [c6] = 0 in π1(T6,n, 0). This completes the proof of (iii). 
Corollary 3.10. For n ≥ 0, the solid tori T1, T2, T3 defined in (3.2), T1,n, T2,n, T3,n defined
in (3.5), T4,n defined in (3.6) and T5,n, T6,n in (3.8) satisfy the following.
(i) T1∪T4,n, T1,m∪T4,n, T2∪T5,n, T2,m∪T5,n, T3∪T6,n, T3,m∪T6,n triangulate the 3-sphere
S3 for m,n ≥ 0.
(ii) T2 ∪ T4,n, T2,m ∪ T4,n, T3 ∪ T5,n, T3,m ∪ T5,n, T1 ∪ T6,n, T1,m ∪ T6,n triangulate the lens
space L(3, 1) for m,n ≥ 0.
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(iii) T3 ∪ T4,n, T3,m ∪ T4,n, T1 ∪ T5,n, T1,m ∪ T5,n, T2 ∪ T6,n, T2,m ∪ T6,n triangulate the
projective space RP3 for m,n ≥ 0.
(iv) T4,m ∪ T5,n, T4,m ∪ T6,n, T5,m ∪ T6,n triangulate the lens space L(7, 2) for m,n ≥ 0.
(v) Tj,m ∪ Tj,n triangulates S
2 × S1 for 4 ≤ j ≤ 6 and m 6= n ≥ 0.
Proof. From the definition of T4,n, it follows that Tj ∩ T4,n = T = Tj,m ∩ T4,n for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3
and m,n ≥ 0. For 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, let Mjmn = Tj,m ∪ T4,n and let Mjn = Tj ∪ T4,n. If u is in
V (Tj,m) \ V (∂Tj,m) (resp., in V (T4,n) \ V (∂T4,n) then, lkMjmn(u) is same as lkTj,m(u) (resp.,
lkT4,n(u)) and hence is a triangulated 2-sphere. If u ∈ Z7 then, lkMjmn(u) is the union of
the 2-discs lkTj,m(u) and lkT4,n(u) and lkTj,m(u) ∩ lkT4,n(u) = lkT (u) is a cycle. Therefore,
lkMjmn(u) is a triangulated 2-sphere in this case also. So,Mjmn = Tj,m∪T4,n is a triangulated
3-manifold without boundary for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 and m,n ≥ 0. Similarly, Mjn = Tj ∪ T4,n is a
triangulated 3-manifold without boundary for 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 and n ≥ 0.
The elements α1, . . . , α4 in π1(T , 0) mentioned in Remark 3.2 and Lemma 3.7 satisfy the
following :
α1 = 0 in π1(T1, 0) and in π1(T1,m, 0) for all m ≥ 0,
α2 = 0 in π1(T2, 0) and in π1(T2,m, 0) for all m ≥ 0,
α1 + α2 = α3 = 0 in π1(T3, 0) and in π1(T3,m, 0) for all m ≥ 0,
2α1 + α3 = 3α1 + α2 = α4 = 0 in π1(T4,m, 0) for all m ≥ 0,
7α1 − 2α4 = α1 − 2α2 = α5 = 0 in π1(T5,m, 0) for all m ≥ 0. (3.9)
Therefore, by Seifert-Van Kampen theorem, we have
π1(T1,m ∪ T4,n, 0) = π1(T1 ∪ T4,n, 0) = 〈{α1, α2}; {α1, 3α1 + α2}〉 = {0}, (3.10)
π1(T2,m ∪ T4,n, 0) = π1(T2 ∪ T4,n, 0) = 〈{α1, α2}; {α2, 3α1 + α2}〉 ∼= Z3, (3.11)
π1(T3,m ∪ T4,n, 0) = π1(T3 ∪ T4,n, 0) = 〈{α1, α2}; {α1 + α2, 3α1 + α2}〉
= 〈{α1, α3}; {α3, 2α1 + α3}〉 ∼= Z2, (3.12)
π1(T4,m ∪ T5,n, 0) = 〈{α1, α2}; {3α1 + α2, α1 − 2α2}〉
= 〈{α1, α4}; {7α1 − 2α4, α4}〉 ∼= Z7. (3.13)
By (3.10), T1∪T4,n, T1,m∪T4,n triangulate the 3-sphere S
3 form,n ≥ 0. Part (i) follows from
this since g2 : T2∪T5,n → T1∪T4,4n, g
2 : T2,m∪T5,n → T1,4m∪T4,4n, g : T3∪T6,n → T1∪T4,2n,
g : T3,m ∪ T6,n → T1,2m ∪ T4,2n are isomorphisms.
By (3.11), T2 ∪ T4,n, T2,m ∪ T4,n triangulate the lens space L(3, 1) for m,n ≥ 0. Part
(ii) follows from this since g2 : T3 ∪ T5,n → T2 ∪ T4,4n, g
2 : T3,m ∪ T5,n → T2,4m ∪ T4,4n,
g : T1 ∪ T6,n → T2 ∪ T4,2n, g : T1,m ∪ T6,n → T2,2m ∪ T4,2n are isomorphisms.
By (3.12), T3 ∪ T4,n, T3,m ∪ T4,n triangulate the projective space RP
3 for m,n ≥ 0. Part
(iii) follows from this since g2 : T1 ∪ T5,n → T3 ∪ T4,4n, g
2 : T1,m ∪ T5,n → T3,4m ∪ T4,4n,
g : T2 ∪ T6,n → T3 ∪ T4,2n, g : T2,m ∪ T6,n → T3,2m ∪ T4,2n are isomorphisms.
By (3.13), T4,m ∪ T5,n triangulates the lens space L(7,−2) = L(7, 2) for m,n ≥ 0. Part
(iv) follows from this since g2 : T5,m ∪ T6,n → T4,4m ∪ T5,4n, g : T4,m ∪ T6,n → T5,2m ∪ T4,2n
are isomorphisms.
Part (v) follows by the similar arguments as in Remark 3.5. 
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Similar to T4,n, we now present another sequence of solid tori T7,n, n ≥ 0.
Example 3.11. For each non-negative integer n ≥ 0, consider the 3-dimensional simplicial
complex B7,n = D
′ ∪ D ′′ on the vertex set {e0, e1, . . . , e6} ∪{e
′
0, . . . , e
′
4} ∪ {an,1, an,2, an,3}
∪{u7,n, v7,n, w7,n, u
′
7,n}. Where
D ′ = {w7,nu
′
7,ne
′
0e
′
1, . . . , w7,nu
′
7,ne
′
3e
′
4, w7,nu
′
7,ne
′
0e
′
4, w7,ne
′
0e
′
1an,2, w7,ne
′
1e
′
2an,3,
w7,ne
′
2e
′
3e5, w7,ne
′
3e
′
4e6, w7,ne
′
0e
′
4e6, w7,ne
′
0an,1an,2, w7,ne
′
1an,2an,3, w7,ne
′
2an,3e5,
w7,ne
′
3e5e6, w7,ne
′
0e6an,1, v7,nw7,nan,1an,2, v7,nw7,nan,2an,3, v7,nw7,nan,3e5,
v7,nw7,ne5e6, v7,nw7,ne6an,1, v7,nan,1e2e3, v7,nan,2e3e4, v7,ne0e4e5, v7,ne0e1e5,
v7,ne1e2e6, v7,nan,1an,2e3, v7,nan,2an,3e4, v7,nan,3e4e5, v7,ne1e5e6, v7,nan,1e2e6,
u7,nv7,ne0e1, . . . , u7,nv7,ne3e4, u7,nv7,ne0e4},
D ′′ = {e ′0an,1an,2e3, e
′
1an,2an,3e4, e
′
0an,1e2e3, e
′
0an,1e2e6, e
′
0e
′
1an,2e3, e
′
1an,2e3e4,
e ′1e
′
2an,3e4, e
′
2an,3e4e5}.
Consider the equivalence relation ‘∼’ on the vertex set V (B7,n) generated by u
′
7,n ∼ u7,n,
e ′i ∼ ei for 0 ≤ i ≤ 4. Let
T7,n = B7,n/∼ . (3.14)
We identify the vertices [ei], [u7,n], [v7,n] and [w7,n] in T7,n with i, u7,n, v7,n and w7,n
respectively. So, V (T7,n) = Z7 ∪ {an,1, . . . , an,3} ∪ {u7,n, v7,n, w7,n} for n ≥ 0. We assume
that V (T7,n) ∩ V (T7,m) = Z7 = V (T7,n) ∩ V (Tj,l) for all ℓ,m 6= n ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ 6. Then
T7,n = {uw01, . . . , uw34, uw04, wb01, wc12, w235, w346, w046, wab0, wbc1, wc25, w356,
wa06, vwab, vwbc, vwc5, vw56, vwa6, va23, vb34, v045, v015, v126, vab3, vbc4, vc45,
v156, va26, uv01, . . . , uv34, uv04, ab03, bc14, a023, a026, b013, b134, c124, c245},
where u = u7,n, v = v7,n, w = w7,n, a = an,1, b = an,2, c = an,3. 
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Lemma 3.12. For n ≥ 0, the simplicial complexes B7,n and T7,n defined in Example 3.11
satisfy the following.
(i) B7,n is a triangulated 3-ball with boundary ∂B7,n = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3, where
E1 = {u7,ne0e4, u7,neiei+1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ 3}, E2 = {u
′
7,ne
′
0e
′
4, u
′
7,ne
′
ie
′
i+1 : 0 ≤ i ≤ 3},
E3 = {e
′
ie
′
i+1ei+3, e
′
iei+2ei+3 : 0 ≤ i ≤ 3}∪{e
′
0e
′
4e6, e
′
0e2e6, e0e1e5, e0e4e5, e1e2e6, e1e5e6}.
(ii) T7,n is a triangulated solid torus with boundary ∂T7,n = T .
(iii) If α1, α2 are as in Remark 3.2 and α7 = [c7] ∈ π1(T , 0), where c7 is the loop 012340
in T , then α7 = 2α1 + α2 and α7 = 0 in π1(T7,n, 0).
Proof. Consider the eight triangulated 3-balls
D1 := {w7,n} ∗ {u
′
7,ne
′
0e
′
1, . . . , u
′
7,ne
′
3e
′
4, u
′
7,ne
′
0e
′
4, e
′
0e
′
1an,2, e
′
1e
′
2an,3, e
′
2e
′
3e5, e
′
3e
′
4e6,
e ′0e
′
4e6, e
′
0an,1an,2, e
′
1an,2an,3, e
′
2an,3e5, e
′
3e5e6, e
′
0e6an,1},
D2 := {v7,n}∗{an,1e2e3, an,2e3e4, e0e4e5, e0e1e5, e1e2e6, an,1an,2e3, an,2an,3e4, an,3e4e5,
e1e5e6, an,1e2e6, w7,nan,1an,2, w7,nan,2an,3, w7,nan,3e5, w7,ne5e6, w7,ne6an,1},
D3 := {u7,n} ∗ {v7,ne0e1, . . . , v7,ne3e4, v7,ne0e4}, D4 := {e
′
0an,1an,2e3},
D5 := {e
′
1an,2an,3e4}, D6 := {e
′
0} ∗ {an,1e2e3, an,1e2e6},
D7 := {e
′
0e
′
1an,2e3, e
′
1an,2e3e4}, and D8 := {e
′
1e
′
2an,3e4, e
′
2an,3e4e5}.
Clearly, B7,n = D1 ∪ · · · ∪D8. Observe that Di∩ (D1 ∪ · · · ∪Di−1) is a triangulated 2-disc
for 2 ≤ i ≤ 8. This implies that B7,n = D1 ∪ · · · ∪ D8 is a triangulated 3-ball. This proves
the first part of (i). The second part of (i) follows from the definition of B7,n.
There is no vertex in B7,n which is a common neighbour of e
′
i and ei for 0 ≤ i ≤ 3
and there is no vertex in B7,n which is a common neighbour of u
′
7,n and u7,n. This implies
that the quotient complex T7,n is a triangulated 3-manifold with boundary. Clearly, the
boundary ∂T7,n is the quotient E3/∼= T . Since the space |T7,n| can be obtained from |B7,n|
by identifying the 2-disc |E1| with the 2-disc |E2| (via the simplicial isomorphism from E1 to
E2 given by u7,n 7→ u
′
7,n, ei 7→ e
′
i for 0 ≤ i ≤ 4), |T7,n| is a solid torus. This proves (ii).
Now, 012340 ≃ 0162340 ≃ 01602340 ≃ 0160340 (see Figure 2a). Thus, α7 = [c7] =
[012340] = [0160] + [0340] = α1 + (α1 + α2) = 2α1 + α2. Let E be the 2-disc in T7,n
corresponding to the 2-disc E1 in B7,n. Then, c7 is the boundary of E and hence α7 = [c7] = 0
in π1(T7,n, 0). 
Example 3.13. Let An = {an,1, an,2, an,3}, U7 = {u7,n : n ≥ 0}, V7 = {v7,n : n ≥ 0},
W7 = {w7,n : n ≥ 0} be as in Example 3.11. Let A = ∪n≥0An. Take new (disjoint) sets of
vertices
B = ∪n≥0Bn = ∪n≥0{bn,1, bn,2, bn,3}, C = ∪n≥0Cn = ∪n≥0{cn,1, cn,2, cn,3},
Uj = {uj,n : n ≥ 0}, Vj = {vj,n : n ≥ 0}, Wj = {wj,n : n ≥ 0} for 8 ≤ j ≤ 9.
Let f and g be as in (3.7). Consider the following extensions of f and g (also denoted
by f and g respectively) f, g : Z7 ⊔ (Q ⊔ R ⊔ S) ⊔ (A ⊔ B ⊔ C) ⊔ (⊔
9
i=1(Ui ⊔ Vi ⊔Wi)) →
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Z7 ⊔ (Q ⊔R ⊔ S) ⊔ (A ⊔B ⊔ C) ⊔ (⊔
9
i=1(Ui ⊔ Vi ⊔Wi)) as :
f(uj,n) = uj,n+1, f(vj,n) = vj,n+1, f(wj,n) = wj,n+1, for 7 ≤ j ≤ 9, n ≥ 0,
f(an,i) = an+1,i, f(bn,i) = bn+1,i, f(cn,i) = cn+1,i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, n ≥ 0 and
g(u7,n) = u8,2n, g(u8,n) = u9,2n, g(u9,n) = u7,2n, g(v7,n) = v8,2n, g(v8,n) = v9,2n,
g(v9,n) = v7,2n, g(w7,n) = w8,2n, g(w8,n) = w9,2n, g(w9,n) = w7,2n, for n ≥ 0,
g(an,i) = b2n,i, g(bn,i) = c2n,i, g(cn,i) = a2n,i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, n ≥ 0. (3.15)
Then, g ◦ f = f2 ◦ g. Let
T8,0 := g(T7,0), T9,0 := g
2(T7,0),
Tj,n := f
n(Tj,0) for n ≥ 1 and j = 8, 9. (3.16)
For 7 ≤ j ≤ 9 and n ≥ 0, the number of vertices in Tj,n is 7 + 3 + 3 = 13. 
Lemma 3.14. For n ≥ 0, T7,n defined in Example 3.11 and T8,n, T9,n defined in Example
3.13 satisfy the following.
(i) Ti,m ∼= Tj,n for 7 ≤ i, j ≤ 9 and m,n ≥ 0.
(ii) Tj,n is a triangulated solid torus with boundary ∂Tj,n = T for j = 8, 9, n ≥ 0.
(iii) Let α1, α2 be as in Remark 3.2 and α8 = [c8], α9 = [c9] ∈ π1(T , 0), where c8 = 016420,
c9 = 025140 are loops in T . Then, α8 = α1 − α2, α9 = α1 + 2α2 and αj = 0 in
π1(Tj,n, 0) for j = 8, 9, n ≥ 0.
Proof. From the definition in (3.16), Ti,m ∼= Ti,0 ∼= T7,0 ∼= Tj,0 ∼= Tj,n for 7 ≤ i, j ≤ 9 and
m,n ≥ 0. This proves part (i).
By part (i), Tj,n ∼= T7,0. Therefore, by Lemma 3.12 (ii), Tj,n triangulates the solid torus.
Since f(T ) = T = g(T ) and ∂T7,0 = T , it follows that ∂Tj,n = T . This proves (ii).
Observe that g(c7) = g(012340) = 024610 = c8 and g(c8) = c9, where c8 denotes
the loop c8 with opposite orientation. Therefore, g∗(α7) = −α8 and g∗(α8) = α9, where
g∗ : π1(T , 0) → π1(T , 0) is induced by the map g. Therefore, α8 = −g∗(α7) = −g∗(2α1 +
α2) = −2α2+(α1+α2) = α1−α2 and hence α9 = g∗(α8) = g∗(α1−α2) = α2+(α1+α2) =
α1 + 2α2. This proves the first part of (iii).
Since g : T7,0 → T8,0 is an isomorphism, g∗ : π1(T7,0, 0) → π1(T8,0, 0) is an isomorphism.
Therefore, α8 = g∗(−α7) = g∗(0) = 0 in π1(T8,0, 0). (In fact, c8 is the boundary of the
2-disc g(E) in T8,0, where E is the 2-disc defined in the proof of Lemma 3.12 (iii).) Now,
fn : T8,0 → T8,n is an isomorphism and f
n(c8) = c8. This implies that α8 = [c8] = 0 in
π1(T8,n, 0). Similarly, α9 = [c9] = 0 in π1(T9,n, 0). This completes the proof of (iii). 
Corollary 3.15. For n ≥ 0, the solid tori T1, T2, T3 defined in (3.2), T1,n, T2,n, T3,n defined
in (3.5), T4,n defined in (3.6), T5,n, T6,n in (3.8), T7,n defined in (3.14), T8,n, T9,n defined
in (3.16) satisfy the following.
(i) Ti ∪ Tj,n, Ti,m ∪ Tj,n, Tk,m ∪ Tℓ,n triangulate the 3-sphere S
3 for m,n ≥ 0, (i, j) ∈
{(1, 7), (1, 8), (2, 8), (2, 9), (3, 7), (3, 9)}, (k, l) ∈ {(4, 7), (5, 8), (6, 9)}.
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(ii) Ti∪Tj,n, Ti,m∪Tj,n triangulate the projective space RP
3 for m,n ≥ 0, (i, j) ∈ {(1, 9),
(2, 7), (3, 8)}.
(iii) T4,m ∪ T8,n, T5,m ∪ T9,n, T6,m ∪ T7,n triangulate the lens space L(4, 1) for m,n ≥ 0.
(iv) T4,m ∪ T9,n, T5,m ∪ T7,n, T6,m ∪ T8,n triangulate the lens space L(5, 2) for m,n ≥ 0.
(v) T7,m ∪ T8,n, T8,m ∪ T9,n, T9,m ∪ T7,n triangulate the lens space L(3, 1) for m,n ≥ 0.
(v) Tj,m ∪ Tj,n triangulates S
2 × S1 for 7 ≤ j ≤ 9 and m 6= n ≥ 0.
Proof. By similar arguments as in the proof of Corollary 3.10, all the simplicial complexes
Ti ∪ Tj,n, Tk,m ∪ Tℓ,n in the statement are triangulated 3-manifolds without boundary.
(i), (ii) and (vi) follow by similar arguments as in Corollary 3.10.
The elements α4, α7, α8, α9 ∈ π1(T , 0) in Lemmas 3.7, 3.12, 3.14 satisfy the following :
3α1 + α2 = α4 = 0 in π1(T4,m, 0) for all m ≥ 0,
2α1 + α2 = α7 = 0 in π1(T7,m, 0) for all m ≥ 0,
α1 − α2 = α8 = 0 in π1(T8,m, 0) for all m ≥ 0,
α1 + 2α2 = α9 = 0 in π1(T9,m, 0) for all m ≥ 0. (3.17)
Here α1, α2 are as in Remark 3.2. Then, by Seifert-Van Kampen theorem, we have
π1(T4,m ∪ T8,n, 0) = 〈{α1, α2}; {3α1 + α2, α1 − α2}〉
= 〈{α1, α8}; {4α1 − α8, α8}〉 ∼= Z4, (3.18)
π1(T4,m ∪ T9,n, 0) = 〈{α1, α2}; {3α1 + α2, α1 + 2α2}〉
= 〈{α1, α4}; {4α1, 5α1 − 2α4}〉 ∼= Z5, (3.19)
π1(T7,m ∪ T8,n, 0) = 〈{α1, α2}; {2α1 + α2, α1 − α2}〉
= 〈{α1, α7}; {α7, 3α1 − α7}〉 ∼= Z3. (3.20)
By 3.18, T4,m ∪ T8,n triangulates the lens space L(4, 1) for m,n ≥ 0. (iii) follows from
this since g2 : T5,m ∪ T9,n → T4,4m ∪ T8,4n, g : T6,m ∪ T7,n → T4,2m ∪ T8,2n are isomorphisms.
By 3.19, T4,m ∪ T9,n triangulates the lens space L(5, 2) for m,n ≥ 0. (iv) follows from
this since g2 : T5,m ∪ T7,n → T4,4m ∪ T9,4n, g : T6,m ∪ T8,n → T4,2m ∪ T9,2n are isomorphisms.
By 3.20, T7,m∪T8,n triangulates the lens space L(3, 1) for m,n ≥ 0. (v) follows from this
since g2 : T8,m ∪ T9,n → T7,4m ∪ T8,4n, g : T7,m ∪ T9,n → T8,2m ∪ T7,2n are isomorphisms. 
In the rest of this paper, we denote the vertex set of T , Ti, Tj,m by V (T ), V (Ti), V (Tj,m)
respectively.
4 Construction of equilibrium triangulations
In [BR01], Buchstaber and Ray showed that quasitoric manifolds have smooth structures.
So, by results of Cairns in [Cai61], any quasitoric manifold has a triangulation. But no
explicit triangulations of a 4-dimensional quasitoric manifold except CP2 and S2 × S2 are
known until now. Let M4 be a quasitoric 4-manifold over an m-gonal 2-polytope P . By
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Proposition 2.7, M4 is homeomorphic to k1CP
2#k2CP
2#k3(S
2×S2) for some k1, k2, k3 ≥ 0
where the connected sum is non-equivariant. From Orlik and Raymond [OR70] we have
k1 + k2 + 2k3 + 2 = m.
From Proposition 2.10, we know that k1CP
2#k2CP
2#k3(S
2×S2) has a triangulation whose
number of vertices is 4k1+4k2+6k3+5 ≤ 4(k1+k2+2k3)+5 ≤ 7(k1+k2+2k3)+2 = 7m−12.
Here, we are interested to construct triangulations of M4 as quasitoric manifold.
Generalizing the definitions in [BK92], we introduce equilibrium set, zones of influence
and equilibrium triangulations for all quasitoric manifolds. Let
D2n = {(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ C
n : Σni=1|zi|
2
6 1}
be the closed unit 2n-ball. The boundary of D2n is the unit sphere S2n−1. There is a natural
action of Tn on D2n (resp., on S2n−1) given by
(t1, . . . , tn) · (w1, . . . , wn) = (t1w1, . . . , tnwn),
where (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ T
n and (w1, . . . , wn) ∈ D
2n (resp., ∈ S2n−1).
Definition 4.1. Let π : M → P be a quasitoric 2n-manifold over a simple n-polytope P .
If a is the center of mass of P , then π−1(a) is said to be the equilibrium set of M . So, the
equilibrium set is the Tn-orbit of a point x ∈ π−1(a) and homeomorphic to the torus Tn.
Definition 4.2. Let π : M → P be a quasitoric 2n-manifold. A collection {Z1, . . . , Zm} of
submanifolds of M is said to be a set of zones of influence if (i) M = Z1 ∪ · · · ∪ Zm, (ii)
Zi ∩ Zj = (∂Zi) ∩ (∂Zj) for i 6= j, (iii) each Zi contains the equilibrium set, (iv) each π(Zi)
contains exactly one vertex of P , and (v) each Zi is T
n-invariant and is Tn-equivariantly
diffeomorphic to the closed unit ball D2n. We also say that Z1 ∪ · · · ∪Zm is a decomposition
of M into m zones of influence.
Definition 4.3. Let X be a triangulation of a quasitoric 2n-manifold M . Assume that
f : |X| → M is a homeomorphism. The triangulation X is said to be an equilibrium
triangulation if X = X1 ∪ · · · ∪ Xm for some subcomplexes X1, . . . ,Xm of X such that
{f(|X1|), . . . , f(|Xm|)} is a set of zones of influence. So, an equilibrium triangulation of M
is a triangulation which triangulates M together with a set of zones of influence of M .
Following the Lecture series [BP02] of Buchstaber and Panov, we discuss the rectangular
subdivision of 2-polytopes. Let P ⊂ R2 be a 2-polytope with m vertices V1, V2, . . . , Vm and
m edges E1 = V1V2, . . . , Em = VmV1. We will denote such P by V1V2 · · ·VmV1. Let O be an
interior point of P . (For our purpose, we take O is the center of mass of P .) For 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
let Ci be an interior point of the edge Ei. Let Ii be the rectangle with vertices Vi, Ci, O,Ci−1.
Observe that P = ∪mi=1Ii, Ii ∩ Ii+1 = CiO and Ii ∩ Ij = O if |i − j| ≥ 2, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m. So,
we have constructed a rectangular subdivision of P with m rectangles. We denote this cell
complex by C(P ).
Let π : M(P, ξ)→ P be a quasitoric 4-manifold over a 2-polytope P with the character-
istic function
ξ : {E1, . . . , Em} → Z
2.
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Figure 3: Examples of rectangular subdivision.
Denote ξ(Ei) by (ξi1 , ξi2) ∈ Z
2 for i = 1, . . . ,m. Let C(P ) be a cubical subdivision of P
as describe above. Then, π−1(Ii) is equivariantly homeomorphic to the 4-ball D
4. The
boundary of π−1(Ii) is π
−1(CiOCi−1) which is equivariantly homeomorphic to S
3. The set
π−1(Ii) ∩ π
−1(Ii+1) = π
−1(Ii ∩ Ii+1) = π
−1(CiO)
is equivariantly homeomorphic to the solid torus S1 ×D2. If |i− j| > 2, then the set
π−1(Ii) ∩ π
−1(Ij) = π
−1(Ii ∩ Ij) = π
−1(O)
is the torus T2 and the set π−1(CiOCj) is equivariantly homeomorphic to the lens space
L(pij , qij), where
pij = det((ξj1 , ξj2), (ξi1 , ξi2)) and qij = det((r, s), (ξj1 , ξj2))
for some (r, s) ∈ Z2 with det((r, s), (ξi1 , ξi2)) = 1. Here qij is independent of the choice of
(r, s) (cf. [OR70]).
From the construction of quasitoric manifolds it is clear that if pij = 0, then π
−1(CiOCj) =
S1 × S2 and if |pij | = 1 then π
−1(CiOCj) = S
3. Note that π−1(CiOCj) is the manifold ob-
tained by gluing the solid tori S1 ×D2 and S1 ×D2 via the map ϕ(pij ,qij) on the boundary.
So, we construct a handle body decomposition of the manifold M(P, ξ) using the character-
istic function and the cubical subdivision of P , namely, M(P, ξ) = ∪m1 π
−1(Ii). We call this
decomposition a cubical subdivision of M(P, ξ).
A 10-vertex equilibrium triangulation of CP2 is discussed in [BK92]. With the help of
rectangular subdivisions of a 2-polytope P , we construct some equilibrium triangulations of
M(P, ξ) in the remaining sections.
5 Equilibrium triangulations of Hirzebruch surfaces:
Let π : M → P be a 4-dimensional quasitoric manifold over a rectangle P = V1V2V3V4V1
and ξ : {V1V2, V2V3, V3V4, V1V4} → Z
2 be a characteristic function on P . By the definition
of characteristic function, we may assume ξ(V1V2) = (−1, 0) and ξ(V1V4) = (0,−1). So,
ξ(V2V3) = (l, 1) and ξ(V3V4) = (1, k) (up to sign) for some ℓ, k ∈ Z. Then, kℓ − 1 = ±1. If
kℓ− 1 = −1, then kℓ = 0. So, either k = 0 or ℓ = 0. On the other hand, if kℓ− 1 = 1, then
kℓ = 2. So, either k = ±1 and ℓ = ±2 or k = ±2 and ℓ = ±1. In this section, we consider
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the rectangular subdivision of P as in Figure 4. When ℓ = 0, we denote M by Mk. For the
characteristic function of Figure 4, we have
π−1(C1OC3) = L(−k, 1) = L(k, 1) ∼= L(k, 1),
π−1(C1OC2) ∼= π
−1(C2OC3) ∼= π
−1(C3OC4) ∼= π
−1(C1OC4) ∼= S
3, and
π−1(C2OC4) = L(0, 1) ∼= S
2 × S1.
(0, 1)
(1, k)
C1
C2
C3
C4
V1 V2
V3V4
O
(−1, 0)
(0,−1)
Figure 4: Characteristic functions of rectangle.
We recall the number of vertices of solid tori of Section 3. By Example 3.1, f0(Ti) =
f0(T ) = 7 if 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. By Example 3.3, f0(Tj,n) = f0(T ) + 2 if 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, 0 ≤ n ≤ 6
and f0(Tj,n) = f0(T ) + 3 if 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, n ≥ 7. By Example 3.8, f0(Tj,n) = f0(T ) + 10 if
4 ≤ j ≤ 6, n ≥ 0. By Example 3.13, f0(Tj,n) = f0(T ) + 6 if 7 ≤ j ≤ 9, n ≥ 0.
By our assumption for any k ∈ Z, Mk is a smooth projective surface, called Hirzebruch
surface, see Example 2.6. In this subsection, we construct equilibrium triangulation of
Hirzebruch surface Mk for |k| ≤ 4.
Example 5.1. For k = 1, L(−k, 1) ∼= S3. Consider triangulations T1 for π
−1(C1O), T2 for
π−1(C2O), T3 for π
−1(C3O) and T2,7 for π
−1(C4O). Then, by Lemma 3.4, T1 ∪ T2, T2 ∪ T3,
T3∪T2,7, T2,7∪T1, T1∪T3 and T2∪T2,7 triangulate π
−1(C1OC2), π
−1(C2OC3), π
−1(C3OC4),
π−1(C1OC4), π
−1(C1OC3) and π
−1(C2OC4) respectively. Consider the cone π
−1(Ii) over
π−1(Ci−1OCi) with apex Vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 (addition is modulo 4). This implies
X5.1 = (V2 ∗ (T1 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T2 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T3 ∪ T2,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T2,7 ∪ T1))
is a triangulation of M1 with f0(X5.1) = 7 + 3 + 4 = 14. Since the minimum number
of vertices require for a triangulation of S1 × S2 is 10 (cf. [BD08]), any triangulation of
π−1(C2OC4) needs 10 vertices. This implies that X5.1 is a vertex minimal equilibrium
triangulation of M1. The case k = −1 is identical.
Example 5.2. For k = 2, L(−k, 1) ∼= RP3. Consider triangulations T2 for π
−1(C1O), T1 for
π−1(C2O), T7,0 for π
−1(C3O) and T1,7 for π
−1(C4O). Then, by Lemma 3.4 and Corollary
3.15, T1 ∪T2, T1 ∪T7,0, T7,0 ∪T1,7, T2 ∪T1,7, T2 ∪T7,0 and T1 ∪T1,7 triangulate π
−1(C1OC2),
π−1(C2OC3), π
−1(C3OC4), π
−1(C1OC4), π
−1(C1OC3) and π
−1(C2OC4) respectively. Con-
sider the cone π−1(Ii) over π
−1(Ci−1OCi) with apex Vi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (addition is modulo
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4). This gives
X5.2 = (V2 ∗ (T1 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T1 ∪ T7,0)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T2))
a triangulation of M2 with f0(X5.2) = 7 + 6 + 3 + 4 = 20. The case k = −2 is identical.
Example 5.3. For k = 3, L(−k, 1) ∼= L(3, 1). Consider triangulations T2 for π
−1(C1O),
T1 for π
−1(C2O), T4,0 for π
−1(C3O) and T1,7 for π
−1(C4O). Then, by Remark 3.2, Lemma
3.4 and Corollary 3.10, we get that T1 ∪ T2, T1 ∪ T4,0, T4,0 ∪ T1,7, T2 ∪ T1,7, T2 ∪ T4,0 and
T1 ∪ T1,7 triangulate π
−1(C1OC2), π
−1(C2OC3), π
−1(C3OC4), π
−1(C1OC4), π
−1(C1OC3)
and π−1(C2OC4) respectively. Now, consider the cone π
−1(Ii) over π
−1(Ci−1OCi) with
apex Vi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (addition is modulo 4). This gives
X5.3 = (V2 ∗ (T1 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T1 ∪ T4,0)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T4,0 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T2))
is triangulation of M3 with f0(X5.3) = 7 + 3 + 10 + 4 = 24. The case k = −3 is identical.
Example 5.4. For k = 4, L(−k, 1) ∼= L(4, 1). Consider triangulations T4,0 for π
−1(C1O),
T1 for π
−1(C2O), T8,0 for π
−1(C3O) and T1,7 for π
−1(C4O). Then, by Lemma 3.4 and
Corollaries 3.10, 3.15, we get that T1 ∪ T4,0, T1 ∪ T8,0, T8,0 ∪ T1,7, T4,0 ∪ T8,0 and T1 ∪
T1,7 triangulate π
−1(C1OC2), π
−1(C2OC3), π
−1(C3OC4), π
−1(C1OC4), π
−1(C1OC3) and
π−1(C2OC4) respectively. Now, consider the cone π
−1(Ii) over π
−1(Ci−1OCi) with apex Vi
for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (addition is modulo 4). This gives
X5.4 = (V2 ∗ (T1 ∪ T4,0)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T1 ∪ T8,0)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T8,0 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T4,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M4 with f0(X5.4) = 7 + 10 + 6 + 3 + 4 = 30. The case
k = −4 is identical.
Example 5.5. If k = 0, then L(−k, 1) ∼= S1 × S2 and M0 is equivariantly homeomorphic
to S2 × S2. Consider triangulations T1 for π
−1(C1O), T2 for π
−1(C2O), T1,7 for π
−1(C3O)
and T2,7 for π
−1(C4O). Then, by Remark 3.2 and Lemma 3.4, we get that T1 ∪ T2, T2 ∪
T1,7, T1,7 ∪ T2,7, T1 ∪ T2,7, T1 ∪ T1,7 and T2 ∪ T2,7 triangulate π
−1(C1OC2), π
−1(C2OC3),
π−1(C3OC4), π
−1(C1OC4), π
−1(C1OC3) and π
−1(C2OC4) respectively. Now consider the
cone π−1(Ii) over π
−1(Ci−1OCi) with apex Vi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (addition is modulo 4). This
gives that
X5.5 = (V2 ∗ (T1 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T2 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T2,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T1 ∪ T2,7))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M0 with f0(X5.5) = 7 + 3 + 3 + 4 = 17.
Question 5.6. Find a vertex minimal equilibrium triangulation of the Hirzebruch surface
Mk when |k| = 2, 3, 4.
Question 5.7. Find an equilibrium triangulation of the Hirzebruch surfaceMk when |k| ≥ 5.
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6 Equilibrium triangulations of quasitoric 4-manifolds over
pentagons:
Let π : M → P be a 4-dimensional quasitoric manifold over a pentagon P = V1 · · ·V5V1
and ξ : {V1V2, . . . , V4V5, V1V5} → Z
2 be a characteristic function on P . By the definition
of characteristic function, we may assume ξ(V1V2) = (−1, 0) and ξ(V2V3) = (0,−1). So,
ξ(V3V4) = (1, k) and ξ(V1V5) = (ℓ, 1) (up to sign) for some ℓ, k ∈ Z. Let ξ(V4V5) = (a, b).
Then, a− ℓb = ±1 and ak − b = ±1. For computational purpose, we assume that
a− bℓ = 1 and b− ak = 1. (6.1)
Thus, a and b are rational functions of k, ℓ if kℓ 6= 1. In this case we denote M by Mk,ℓ.
If kℓ = 1, then (k, ℓ) = (1, 1) or (k, ℓ) = (−1,−1). Since a−bℓ = 1 = b−ak, (k, ℓ) 6= (1, 1).
Thus (k, ℓ) = (−1,−1). In this case, M is denoted by M11b.
Lemma 6.1. There is an (a, b) ∈ Z2 such that a − ℓb = 1 and b − ak = 1 if and only if
k = −1, 0 or ℓ = −1, 0 or (k, ℓ) ∈ {(3, 1), (2, 1), (2, 2), (1, 2), (1, 3)}.
Proof. Let A = {(k, ℓ) : k = −1, 0 or ℓ = −1, 0 or (k, ℓ) ∈ {(3, 1), (2, 1), (2, 2), (1, 2), (1, 3)}}.
It is clear that if (k, ℓ) ∈ A, then a− ℓb = 1 and b− ak = 1 has a solution in Z2.
For the converse, let B be the compliment of A in Z2. Then
B = {(1, 1)} ∪ {(k, ℓ) : k ≤ −2, ℓ ≥ 1} ∪ {(k, ℓ) : k ≤ −2, ℓ ≤ −2} ∪ {(k, ℓ) : k ≥ 1, ℓ ≤
−2} ∪ {(k, ℓ) : k ≥ 1, ℓ ≥ 4} ∪ {(k, ℓ) : k ≥ 2, ℓ ≥ 3} ∪ {(k, ℓ) : k ≥ 3, ℓ ≥ 2} ∪ {(k, ℓ) : k ≤
4, ℓ ≥ 1}.
If (k, ℓ) = (1, 1), a − ℓb = 1 and b − ak = 1 has no solution in Z2. Let k ≤ −2, ℓ ≥ 1.
Then, kℓ ≤ −2ℓ. So, 1− kℓ ≥ 2ℓ+ 1 > ℓ+ 1 > 0. This implies 1 > a = ℓ+11−kℓ > 0. Similarly,
we can show that for any (k, ℓ) ∈ B, a− ℓb = 1 and b− ak = 1 has no solution in Z2. 
In this section, we consider the rectangular subdivision of the pentagon as in Figure 5.
For the characteristic function of Figure 5, we have
π−1(CiOCi+1) ∼= S
3 ∼= π−1(C1OC5) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4,
π−1(C1OPC3) = L(k, 1), π
−1(C1OC4) = L(b,−a) = L(b, a) ∼= L(b, a),
π−1(C2OC4) = L(a, b), π
−1(C2OC5) = L(ℓ, 1) and π
−1(C3OC5) = L(ℓk − 1,−ℓ).
Lemma 6.2. The manifold Mk,ℓ is δ-equivariantly homeomorphic to Mℓ,k where δ is the
automorphism of T2 obtained by flipping the coordinates. Moreover, this homeomorphism
induces a bijective correspondence between the equilibrium triangulations of the Hirzebruch
surfaces Mk,ℓ and Mℓ,k.
Proof. Consider the reflection of the pentagon which fixes V2. Then, the first claim of
the lemma follows from Proposition 2.4 and Equation (6.1). Since the automorphism δ
of T2 interchange the coordinates of T2, the δ-equivariant homeomorphism preserves the
equilibrium set, zones of influence and the boundary of zones of influence. Thus, the second
claim follows. 
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Figure 5: Characteristic functions of pentagon.
We recall the number of vertices of solid tori of Section 3. By Example 3.1, f0(Ti) =
f0(T ) = 7 if 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. By Example 3.3, f0(Tj,n) = f0(T ) + 2 if 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, 0 ≤ n ≤ 6
and f0(Tj,n) = f0(T ) + 3 if 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, n ≥ 7. By Example 3.8, f0(Tj,n) = f0(T ) + 10 if
4 ≤ j ≤ 6, n ≥ 0. By Example 3.13, f0(Tj,n) = f0(T ) + 6 if 7 ≤ j ≤ 9, n ≥ 0. Under the
assumption in the beginning of this section, the following examples are possible complex
projective surfaces over the pentagon with −3 ≤ k, ℓ ≤ 3 and −4 ≤ a ≤ 4. Note that the
corresponding characteristic function in the following examples is complete.
Example 6.3. Let (k, ℓ) = (−1, 0). Then, (a, b) = (1, 0). Now L(k, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼=
S3, L(b, a) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(a, b) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2,
L(ℓk − 1,−ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T1 for π
−1(C1O), T2 for π
−1(C2O), T3 for π
−1(C3O), T1,7 for
π−1(C4O) and T2,7 for π
−1(C5O). Then, by Remark 3.2 and Lemma 3.4, we get that
T1 ∪ T2, T2 ∪ T3, T3 ∪ T1,7, T1,7 ∪ T2,7, T2,7 ∪ T1 triangulate π−1(C1OC2), π−1(C2OC3),
π−1(C3OC4), π
−1(C4OC5), π
−1(C1OC5) respectively and T1∪T3, T1∪T1,7, T2∪T1,7, T2∪T2,7,
T3 ∪ T2,7 triangulate π
−1(C1OC3), π
−1(C1OC4), π
−1(C2OC4), π
−1(C2OC5), π
−1(C3OC5)
respectively. This implies that
X6.3 = (V2∗(T1∪T2))∪(V3∗(T2∪T3))∪(V4∗(T3∪T1,7))∪(V5∗(T1,7∪T2,7))∪(V1∗(T1∪T2,7))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M−1,0 with f0(X6.3) = 7 + 3 + 3 + 5 = 18.
Since the minimum number of vertices require for a triangulation of S1 × S2 is 10 (cf.
[BD08]), any triangulation of π−1(C1OC4) and π
−1(C2OC5) needs 10 vertices. This implies
that X6.3 is a vertex minimal equilibrium triangulation of M−1,0.
Example 6.4. Let (k, ℓ) = (1,−1). Then, (a, b) = (0, 1). Now, L(k, 1) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3,
L(b, a) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(a, b) = L(0, 1) ∼= S2×S1, L(ℓ, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(kℓ−1,−ℓ) =
L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3.
Consider triangulations T1 for π
−1(C1O), T3 for π
−1(C2O), T2 for π
−1(C3O), T3,7 for
π−1(C4O) and T7,0 for π
−1(C5O). Then, by Remark 3.2, Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 3.15, we
get that T1∪T3, T3∪T2, T2∪T3,7, T3,7∪T7,0, T7,0∪T1 triangulate π
−1(C1OC2), π
−1(C2OC3),
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π−1(C3OC4), π
−1(C4OC5), π
−1(C1OC5) respectively and T1∪T2, T1∪T3,7, T3∪T3,7, T3∪T7,0,
T2 ∪ T7,0 triangulate π
−1(C1OC3), π
−1(C1OC4), π
−1(C2OC4), π
−1(C2OC5), π
−1(C3OC5)
respectively. This implies that
X6.4 = (V2∗(T1∪T3))∪(V3∗(T3∪T2))∪(V4∗(T2∪T3,7))∪(V5∗(T3,7∪T7,0))∪(V1∗(T7,0∪T1))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M1,−1 with f0(X6.4) = 7 + 3 + 6 + 5 = 21.
Example 6.5. Let (k, ℓ) = (−2,−1). Then, (a, b) = (0, 1). Now L(k, 1) = L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3,
L(b, a) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(a, b) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1×S2, L(ℓ, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(kℓ−1,−ℓ) =
L(1,−1) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T2 for π
−1(C1O), T1 for π
−1(C2O), T7,0 for π
−1(C3O), T1,7 for
π−1(C4O) and T3 for π
−1(C5O). Similarly, as in Example 6.4, we can show that
X6.5 = (V2∗(T1∪T2))∪(V3∗(T1∪T7,0))∪(V4∗(T7,0∪T1,7))∪(V5∗(T1,7∪T3))∪(V1∗(T2∪T3))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M−2,−1 with f0(X6.5) = 7 + 6 + 3 + 5 = 21.
Example 6.6. Let (k, ℓ) = (2,−1). Then, (a, b) = (0, 1). Now L(k, 1) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3,
L(b, a) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(a, b) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1×S2, L(ℓ, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(kℓ−1,−ℓ) =
L(−3, 1) ∼= L(3, 1).
Consider triangulations T2 for π
−1(C1O), T3,7 for π
−1(C2O), T7,0 for π
−1(C3O), T3 for
π−1(C4O) and T9,0 for π
−1(C5O). Then, by Remark 3.2, Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 3.15, we
get that T2 ∪ T3,7, T3,7 ∪ T7,0, T3 ∪ T7,0, T3 ∪ T9,0, T2 ∪ T9,0 triangulate π
−1(C1OC2),
π−1(C2OC3), π
−1(C3OC4), π
−1(C4OC5) respectively and T2 ∪ T7,0, T2 ∪ T3, T3 ∪ T3,7,
T3,7 ∪ T9,0, T7,0 ∪ T9,0 triangulate π
−1(C1OC3), π
−1(C1OC4), π
−1(C2OC4), π
−1(C2OC5),
π−1(C3OC5) respectively. This implies that
X6.6 = (V2∗(T2∪T3,7))∪(V3∗(T3,7∪T7,0))∪(V4∗(T7,0∪T3))∪(V5∗(T3∪T9,0))∪(V1∗(T2∪T9,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M2,−1 with f0(X6.6) = 7 + 3 + 6 + 6 + 5 = 27.
Example 6.7. Let (k, ℓ) = (−3,−1). Then, (a, b) = (0, 1). Now L(k, 1) = L(−3, 1) ∼=
L(3, 1), L(b, a) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(a, b) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ℓ, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3,
L(kℓ− 1,−ℓ) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3.
Consider triangulations T9,0 for π
−1(C1O), T3 for π
−1(C2O), T7,0 for π
−1(C3O), T3,7 for
π−1(C4O) and T2 for π
−1(C5O). Similarly as in Example 6.6 we can show that
X6.7 = (V2∗(T3∪T9,0))∪(V3∗(T3∪T7,0))∪(V4∗(T3,7∪T7,0))∪(V5∗(T2∪T3,7))∪(V1∗(T2∪T9,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M−3,−1 with f0(X6.7) = 7 + 6 + 6 + 3 + 5 = 27.
Example 6.8. Let (k, ℓ) = (3,−1). Then, (a, b) = (0, 1). Thus, L(k, 1) = L(3, 1), L(b, a) =
L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(a, b) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ℓ, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(kℓ − 1,−ℓ) =
L(−4, 1) ∼= L(4, 1).
Consider triangulations T7,0 for π
−1(C1O), T1,7 for π
−1(C2O), T8,0 for π
−1(C3O), T1 for
π−1(C4O) and T4,0 for π
−1(C5O). Then, by Remark 3.2, Lemma 3.4, Corollary 3.10 and
Corollary 3.15, we get that T1,7∪T7,0, T1,7∪T8,0, T1∪T8,0, T1∪T4,0, T4,0∪T7,0 triangulate
π−1(C1OC2) π
−1(C2OC3), π
−1(C3OC4), π
−1(C4OC5) respectively and T7,0∪T8,0, T1∪T7,0,
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T1 ∪ T1,7, T1,7 ∪ T4,0, T4,0 ∪ T8,0 triangulate π
−1(C1OC3), π
−1(C1OC4), π
−1(C2OC4),
π−1(C2OC5), π
−1(C3OC5) respectively. This implies that
X6.8 = (V2∗(T1,7∪T7,0))∪(V3∗(T1,7∪T8,0))∪(V4∗(T1∪T8,0))∪(V5∗(T1∪T4,0))∪(V1∗(T4,0∪T7,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M3,−1 with f0(X6.8) = 7 + 3 + 10 + 6 + 6 + 5 = 37.
Example 6.9. Let (k, ℓ) = (0, 0). Then, (a, b) = (1, 1). Now L(k, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S2 × S1,
L(b, a) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3, L(a, b) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2 and L(ℓk −
1,−ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T1 for π
−1(C1O), T2 for π
−1(C2O), T1,7 for π
−1(C3O), T3 for
π−1(C4O) and T2,7 for π
−1(C5O). Then, by Remark 3.2 and Lemma 3.4, we get that
T1 ∪ T2, T2 ∪ T1,7, T1,7 ∪ T3, T3 ∪ T2,7, T1 ∪ T2,7 triangulate π
−1(C1OC2), π
−1(C2OC3),
π−1(C3OC4), π
−1(C4OC5), π
−1(C1OC5) respectively and T1∪T1,7, T1∪T3, T2∪T3, T2∪T2,7,
T1,7 ∪ T2,7 triangulate π
−1(C1OC3), π
−1(C1OC4), π
−1(C2OC4), π
−1(C2OC5), π
−1(C3OC5)
respectively. Now consider the cone π−1(Ii) over π
−1(Ci−1)Ci) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5 (addition is
modulo 5). This implies that
X6.9 = (V2∗(T1∪T2))∪(V3∗(T2∪T1,7))∪(V4∗(T3∪T1,7))∪(V5∗(T3∪T2,7))∪(V1∗(T1∪T1,7))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M0,0 with f0(X6.9) = 7 + 3 + 3 + 5 = 18.
Since the minimum number of vertices require for a triangulation of S1 × S2 is 10 (cf.
[BD08]), any triangulation of π−1(C1OC3) and π
−1(C2OC5) needs 10 vertices. This implies
that X6.9 is a vertex minimal equilibrium triangulation of M0,0.
Example 6.10. Let (k, ℓ) = (1, 0). Then, (a, b) = (1, 2). Now, L(k, 1) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3,
L(b, a) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(a, b) = L(1, 2) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2,
L(ℓk − 1,−ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T2 for π
−1(C1O), T1 for π
−1(C2O), T3 for π
−1(C3O), T7,0 for
π−1(C4O) and T1,7 for π
−1(C5O). Similarly, as in Example 6.9, we can show that
X6.10 = (V2∗(T1∪T2))∪(V3∗(T1∪T3))∪(V4∗(T3∪T7,0))∪(V5∗(T7,0∪T1,7))∪(V1∗(T2∪T1,7))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M1,0 with f0(X6.10) = 7 + 6 + 3 + 5 = 21.
Example 6.11. Let (k, ℓ) = (−2, 0). Then, (a, b) = (1,−1). Now, L(k, 1) = L(−2, 1) ∼=
RP
3, L(b, a) = L(3, 1), L(a, b) = L(1, 3) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(kℓ− 1,−ℓ) =
L(−1, 0) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T7,0 for π
−1(C1O), T3,7 for π
−1(C2O), T2 for π
−1(C3O), T9,0 for
π−1(C4O) and T3 for π
−1(C5O). Similarly, as in Example 6.6, we can show that
X6.11 = (V2∗(T7,0∪T3,7))∪(V3∗(T2∪T3,7))∪(V4∗(T2∪T9,0))∪(V5∗(T3∪T9,0))∪(V1∗(T3∪T7,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M−2,0 with f0(X6.11) = 7 + 6 + 3 + 6 + 5 = 27.
Example 6.12. Let (k, ℓ) = (2, 0). Then, (a, b) = (1, 3). Now, L(k, 1) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3,
L(b, a) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(a, b) = L(1,−1) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(kℓ −
1,−ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3.
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Consider triangulations T2 for π
−1(C1O), T3,7 for π
−1(C2O), T7,0 for π
−1(C3O), T1 for
π−1(C4O) and T3 for π
−1(C5O). Similarly, as in Example 6.6, we can show that
X6.12 = (V2∗(T2∪T3,7))∪(V3∗(T3,7∪T7,0))∪(V4∗(T7,0∪T1))∪(V5∗(T1∪T3))∪(V1∗(T3∪T2))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M2,0 with f0(X6.12) = 7 + 3 + 6 + 5 = 21.
Example 6.13. Let (k, ℓ) = (−3, 0). Then, (a, b) = (1,−2). Now L(k, 1) = L(−3, 1) ∼=
L(3, 1), L(b, a) = L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(a, b) = L(1,−2) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2,
L(kℓ− 1,−ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T7,0 for π
−1(C1O), T3 for π
−1(C2O), T9,0 for π
−1(C3O), T2 for
π−1(C4O) and T3,7 for π
−1(C5O). Similarly as in Example 6.6 we can show that
X6.13 = (V2∗(T7,0∪T3))∪(V3∗(T3∪T9,0))∪(V4∗(T2∪T9,0))∪(V5∗(T2∪T3,7))∪(V1∗(T3,7∪T7,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M−3,0 with f0(X6.13) = 7 + 6 + 6 + 3 + 5 = 27.
Example 6.14. Let (k, ℓ) = (3, 0). Then, (a, b) = (1, 4). Now L(k, 1) = L(3, 1), L(b, a) =
L(4, 1), L(a, b) = L(1, 4) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(kℓ− 1,−ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T8,0 for π
−1(C1O), T1 for π
−1(C2O), T7,0 for π
−1(C3O), T4,0 for
π−1(C4O) and T1,7 for π
−1(C5O). Similarly as in Example 6.8 we can show that
X6.14 = (V2∗(T1∪T8,0))∪(V3∗(T1∪T7,0))∪(V4∗(T4,0∪T7,0))∪(V5∗(T1,7∪T4,0))∪(V1∗(T1,7∪T8,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M3,0 with f0(6.14) = 7 + 6 + 6 + 10 + 3 + 5 = 37.
Now assume (k, ℓ) = (−1,−1). Then, a + b = 1. By the same argument as before,
we can assume that a ≤ b. So, assume that b > 0. Here we are considering the cases
(a, b) = (0, 1), (−1, 2), (−2, 3) and (−3, 4).
Example 6.15. Let (k, ℓ) = (−1,−1). Then, a + b = 1. Suppose (a, b) = (0, 1). Now
L(k, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(b, a) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(a, b) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ℓ, 1) =
L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(kℓ− 1,−ℓ) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2.
Consider triangulations T1 for π
−1(C1O), T3,7 for π
−1(C2O), T2 for π
−1(C3O), T3 for
π−1(C4O) and T2,7 for π
−1(C5O). Similarly, as in Example 6.9, we can show that
X6.15 = (V2∗(T1∪T3,7))∪(V3∗(T3,7∪T2))∪(V4∗(T2∪T3))∪(V5∗(T3∪T2,7))∪(V1∗(T1∪T2,7))
is a vertex minimal equilibrium triangulation of M1,1,1 with f0(X6.15) = 7+3+ 3+5 = 18.
Example 6.16. Let (k, ℓ) = (−1,−1). Then, a + b = 1. Suppose (a, b) = (−1, 2). Now
L(k, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(b, a) = L(2,−1) ∼= RP3, L(a, b) = L(−1, 2) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) =
L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(kℓ− 1,−ℓ) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2.
Consider triangulations T1 for π
−1(C1O), T3 for π
−1(C2O), T2 for π
−1(C3O), T9,0 for
π−1(C4O) and T2,7 for π
−1(C5O). Similarly as in Example 6.8 we can show that
X6.16 = (V2∗(T1∪T3))∪(V3∗(T3∪T2))∪(V4∗(T2∪T9,0))∪(V5∗(T9,0∪T2,7))∪(V1∗(T2,7∪T1))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the M1,1,2 with f0(X6.16) = 7 + 6 + 3 + 5 = 21.
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Example 6.17. Let (k, ℓ) = (−1,−1). Then, a + b = 1. Suppose (a, b) = (−2, 3). Now
L(k, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(b, a) = L(3,−2) ∼= L(3, 1), L(a, b) = L(−2, 3) ∼= RP3, L(ℓ, 1) =
L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(kℓ− 1,−ℓ) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2.
Consider triangulations T7,0 for π
−1(C1O), T3 for π
−1(C2O), T1 for π
−1(C3O), T8,0 for
π−1(C4O) and T1,7 for π
−1(C5O). Similarly as in Example 6.8 we can show that
X6.17 = (V2∗(T7,0∪T3))∪(V3∗(T3∪T1))∪(V4∗(T1∪T8,0))∪(V5∗(T8,0∪T1,7))∪(V1∗(T1,7∪T7,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M1,1,3 with f0(X6.17) = 7 + 6 + 6 + 3 + 5 = 27.
Example 6.18. Let (k, ℓ) = (−1,−1). Then, a + b = 1. Suppose (a, b) = (−3, 4). Now
L(k, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(b, a) = L(4,−3) ∼= L(4, 1), L(a, b) = L(−3, 4) ∼= L(3, 1),
L(ℓ, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(kℓ− 1,−ℓ) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2.
Consider triangulations T4,0 for π
−1(C1O), T7,0 for π
−1(C2O), T1 for π
−1(C3O), T8,0 for
π−1(C4O) and T1,7 for π
−1(C5O). Similarly as in Example 6.8 we can show that
X6.18 = (V2∗(T4,0∪T7,0))∪(V3∗(T7,0∪T1))∪(V4∗(T1∪T8,0))∪(V5∗(T8,0∪T1,7))∪(V1∗(T1,7∪T4,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of M1,1,4 with f0(X6.18) = 7 + 10 + 6 + 6 + 3 + 5 = 37.
Question 6.19. Find an equilibrium triangulation of M(P, ξ) when |k|, |ℓ| ≥ 4.
7 Equilibrium triangulations of quasitoric 4-manifolds over
hexagons:
Let π : M → P be a 4-dimensional quasitoric manifold over the hexagon P = V1 · · ·V6V1
and ξ : {V1V2, . . . , V5V6, V1V6} → Z
2 be a characteristic function on P . By the definition
of characteristic function, we may assume ξ(V1V2) = (−1, 0) and ξ(V2V3) = (0,−1). So,
ξ(V3V4) = (1, k) and ξ(V1V6) = (ℓ, 1) up to sign of characteristic vectors for some ℓ, k ∈ Z.
Let ξ(V4V5) = (a, b) and ξ(V5V6) = (c, d). Then, c− ℓd = ±1, ad− bc = ±1 and ak− b = ±1.
We choose the characteristic vectors such that
{(1, k), (a, b)}, {(a, b), (c, d)}, and {(c, d), (ℓ, 1)}
form a positively oriented basis. Then
b− ak = 1, ad− bc = 1, and c− dℓ = 1. (7.1)
In this section, we consider the rectangular subdivision of hexagon as in Figure 6. When
P is a heptagon there are many characteristic functions of it. We study equilibrium trian-
gulation of M = M(P, ξ) whose characteristic functions are given in the Figure 6. For the
characteristic function of Figure 6, by Orlik and Reymond [OR70], we have
π−1(CiOCi+1) ∼= S
3 ∼= π−1(C1OC6) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5,
π−1(C1OC3) ∼= L(k, 1), π
−1(C1OC4) ∼= L(b, a), π
−1(C1OC5) ∼= L(d, c),
π−1(C2OC4) = L(a, b), π
−1(C2OC5) = L(c, d), π
−1(C2OC6) ∼= L(ℓ, 1),
π−1(C3OC5) = L(ck − d, 1), π
−1(C3OC6) ∼= L(kℓ− 1, ℓ), π
−1(C4OC6) ∼= L(a− bℓ, 1).
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Figure 6: Characteristic function of hexagon.
7.1 Characteristic functions of hexagon.
In this subsection, we compute all characteristic functions (see Figure 6) of hexagon when
−1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 1, −3 ≤ k ≤ 3 and −3 ≤ a, c ≤ 3.
• If (k, ℓ) = (−3, 0), then b = −3a + 1, c = 1 and ad − b = 1. So, a(d + 3) = 2. Thus,
(a, b, d) = (1,−2,−1), (−1, 4,−5), (2,−5,−2), (−2, 7,−4). In this case, complete
characteristic functions are given by (a, b, c, d) = (1,−2, 1,−1), (2,−5, 1,−2).
• If (k, ℓ) = (−2, 0), then b = −2a + 1, c = 1 and ad − b = 1. So, a(d + 2) = 2.
Thus, (a, b, d) = (1,−1, 0), (−1, 3,−4), (2,−3,−1), (−2, 5,−3). In this case, complete
characteristic functions are given by (a, b, c, d) = (1,−1, 1, 0), (2,−3, 1,−1).
• If (k, ℓ) = (−1, 0), then b = −a + 1, c = 1 and ad − b = 1. So, a(d + 1) = 2.
Thus, (a, b, d) = (1, 0, 1), (−1, 2,−3), (2,−1, 0), (−2, 3,−2). In this case, complete
characteristic functions are given by (a, b, c, d) = (1, 0, 1, 1), (2,−1, 1, 0).
• If (k, ℓ) = (0, 0), then b = 1, c = 1 and ad = 2. So, (a, d) = (1, 2), (−1, 2), (2, 1),
(−2,−1). In this case, complete characteristic functions are given by (a, b, c, d) =
(1, 1, 1, 2), (2, 1, 1, 1).
• If (k, ℓ) = (1, 0), then b = a + 1, c = 1 and ad − b = 1. So, a(d − 1) = 2. Thus,
(a, b, d) = (1, 2, 3), (−1, 0,−1), (2, 3, 2), (−2, 1, 0). In this case, complete characteristic
functions are given by (a, b, c, d) = (1, 2, 1, 3), (2, 3, 1, 2).
• If (k, ℓ) = (2, 0), then b = −2a + 1, c = 1 and ad − b = 1. So, a(d − 2) = 2.
Thus, (a, b, d) = (1, 3, 4), (−1,−1, 0), (2, 5, 3), (−2,−3, 1). In this case, complete
characteristic functions are given by (a, b, c, d) = (1, 3, 1, 4), (2, 5, 1, 3).
• If (k, ℓ) = (3, 0), then b = 3a + 1, c = 1 and ad − b = 1. So, a(d − 3) = 2. Thus,
(a, b, d) = (1, 4, 5), (−1,−2, 1), (2, 7, 4), (−2,−5, 2). In this case, complete character-
istic functions are given by (a, b, c, d) = (1, 4, 1, 5), (2, 7, 1, 4).
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• If (k, ℓ) = (−3,−1), then b = −3a+ 1, c = −d+ 1 and ad− bc = 1. So, ad− (−3a +
1)(−d + 1) = 1. This implies, d = 1 + a−12a−1 . One can show that d ∈ Z if and only if
a = 0, 1. Therefore, (a, b, c, d) = (0, 1,−1, 2), (1,−2, 0, 1). Both of them give complete
characteristic function on P .
• If (k, ℓ) = (−2,−1), then b = −2a + 1, c = −d + 1 and ad − bc = 1. This implies,
ad − (2a − 1)(d − 1) = 1. So, (1 − a)(d − 2) = 0. Thus, a = 1 or d = 2. In this
case, the complete characteristic functions are given by (a, b, c, d) = (1,−1,−3, 4),
(1,−1,−2, 3), (1,−1,−1, 2), (1,−1, 0, 1), (1,−1, 1, 0), (1,−1, 2,−1), (1,−1, 3,−2),
(−3, 7,−1, 2), (−2, 5,−1, 2), (−1, 3,−1, 2), (0, 1,−1, 2), (2,−3,−1, 2), (3,−5,−1, 2).
We construct an equilibrium triangulation of the complex projective surfaces when
(a, b, c, d) = (1,−1,−3, 4), (3,−5,−1, 2) in Example 7.18 and 7.19. Other cases are
similar.
• If (k, ℓ) = (−1,−1), then b = −a+1, c = −d+1 and ad−bc = 1. So, ad−(a−1)(d−1) =
1. This implies, a+ d = 2. Thus, d = 2− a and c = a− 1. In this case, complete char-
acteristic functions are given by (a, b, c, d) = (a,−a + 1, a − 1, 2 − a) = (−3, 4,−4, 5),
(−2, 3,−3, 4), (−1, 2,−2, 3), (0, 1,−1, 2), (1, 0, 0, 1), (2,−1, 1, 0), 3,−2, 2,−1. We con-
struct an equilibrium triangulation of the complex projective surface when (a, b, c, d) =
(−2, 3,−3, 4) in Example 7.20. Other cases are similar.
• If (k, ℓ) = (1,−1), then b = a+1, c = −d+1 and ad−bc = 1. So, ad+(a+1)(d−1) = 1.
This implies, d = a+22a+1 . One can show that d ∈ Z if and only if a = −2,−1, 0, 1.
Therefore, (a, b, c, d) = (−2,−1, 1, 0), (−1, 0, 2,−1), (0, 1,−1, 2), (1, 2, 0, 1). In this
case, complete characteristic functions are given by (a, b, c, d) = (0, 1,−1, 2), (1, 2, 0, 1).
• If (k, ℓ) = (2,−1), then b = 2a+1, c = −d+1 and ad−bc = 1. So, ad+(2a+1)(d−1) =
1. This implies, d = 2a+23a+1 . One can show that d ∈ Z if and only if a = −1, 0, 1.
Therefore, (a, b, c, d) = (−1,−1, 1, 0), (0, 1,−1, 2), (1, 3, 0, 1). In this case, complete
characteristic functions are given by (a, b, c, d) = (0, 1,−1, 2), (1, 3, 0, 1).
• If (k, ℓ) = (3,−1), then b = 3a + 1, c = −d + 1 and ad − bc = 1. So, ad + (3a +
1)(d − 1) = 1. This implies, d = 3a+24a+1 . Therefore, d ∈ Z if and only if a = 0, 1. Thus,
(a, b, c, d) = (0, 1,−1, 2), (1, 4, 0, 1). Both of the give complete characteristic function
on P .
• If (k, ℓ) = (−3, 1), then b = −3a + 1, c = d + 1 and ad − bc = 1. So, ad − (−3a +
1)(d + 1) = 1. This implies, a = d+24d+3 . Therefore, a ∈ Z if and only if d = −2. Thus,
(a, b, c, d) = (0, 1,−1,−2).
• If (k, ℓ) = (−2, 1), then b = −2a+1, c = d+1 and ad−bc = 1. So, ad−(−2a+1)(d+1) =
1. This implies, a = d+23d+2 . One can show that a ∈ Z if and only if d = 0,−2. Therefore,
(a, b, c, d) = (1,−1, 1, 0), (0, 1,−1,−2).
• If (k, ℓ) = (1, 1), then b = a+1, c = d+1 and ad− bc = 1. So, ad− (a+1)(d+1) = 1.
This implies, d = −a− 2. Therefore, (a, b, c, d) = (a, a+ 1,−a− 1,−a− 2).
• If (k, ℓ) = (2, 1), then b = 2a+1, c = d+1 and ad−bc = 1. So, ad−(2a+1)(d+1) = 1.
This implies, (d+ 2)(a + 1) = 0. Therefore, if a = −1 then b = −1 and d = c− 1 and
if d = −2 then c = −1 and b = 2a+ 1.
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• If (k, ℓ) = (3, 1), then b = 3a+1, c = d+1 and ad−bc = 1. So, ad−(3a+1)(d+1) = 1.
This implies, −d = 1 + a+12a+1 . Thus, d ∈ Z if and only if a = 0,−1. Therefore,
(a, b, c, d) = (0, 1,−1,−2), (−1,−2, 0,−1).
Remark 7.1. For the last five cases there are no complete characteristic function.
Lemma 7.2. Let M1 and M2 be quasitoric manifolds over the hexagon such that corre-
sponding (k, ℓ) are (−1, 0) (or (1, 0) or (1,−1)) and (0,−1) (or (0, 1) or (−1, 1)) respec-
tively. Then, M1 and M2 are δ-equivariantly homeomorphic where δ is the automorphism of
T
2 obtained by flipping the coordinates. Moreover, this homeomorphism induces a bijective
correspondence between the equilibrium triangulations of M1 and M2.
Proof. Consider the reflection of the hexagon which fixes V2 and V5. Then, the first claim
of the lemma follows from Proposition 2.4 and Equation (7.1). Since the automorphism δ
of T2 interchange the coordinates of T2, the δ-equivariant homeomorphism preserves the
equilibrium set, zones of influence and the boundary of zones of influence. So, the second
claim follows. 
7.2 Nonsingular projective surfaces over hexagon
Under the assumption of subsection 7.1, the following examples are possible non-equivariant
complex projective surfaces over the hexagon (except when
(a, c, k, ℓ) ∈ {(1, 1, 3, 0), (−3,−1,−2,−1), (−3,−4,−1,−1), (0,−1, 3,−1), (1, 0, 3,−1)}).
The corresponding characteristic functions in examples below are complete. Therefore, by
Proposition 2.9, the associate quasitoric manifolds are projective surfaces. The examples
respect the ordering of Subsection 7.1. We recall the number of vertices of solid tori of Section
3. By Example 3.1, f0(Ti) = f0(T ) = 7 if 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. By Example 3.3, f0(Tj,n) = f0(T ) + 2
if 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, 0 ≤ n ≤ 6 and f0(Tj,n) = f0(T ) + 3 if 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, n ≥ 7. By Example 3.8,
f0(Tj,n) = f0(T )+10 if 4 ≤ j ≤ 6, n ≥ 0. By Example 3.13, f0(Tj,n) = f0(T )+6 if 7 ≤ j ≤ 9
and n ≥ 0.
Example 7.3. Let (k, ℓ) = (−3, 0), (a, b) = (1,−2) and (c, d) = (1,−1). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(−3, 1) ∼= L(3, 1), L(b, a) = L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(d, c) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(a, b) =
L(1,−2) ∼= S3, L(c, d) = L(1,−1) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ck − d, 1) =
L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(ℓk − 1, ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T7,0 for π
−1(C1O), T1 for π
−1(C2O), T8,0 for π
−1(C3O), T2 for
π−1(C4O), T3 for π
−1(C5O) and T1,7 for π
−1(C6O). Then, by Remark 3.2, Lemma 3.4 and
Corollary 3.15, we get that T7,0 ∪ T1, T1 ∪ T8,0, T8,0 ∪ T2, T2 ∪ T3, T3 ∪ T1,7, T1,7 ∪
T8,0 triangulate π
−1(C1OC2), π
−1(C2OC3), π
−1(C3OC4), π
−1(C4OC5), π
−1(C5OC6),
π−1(C1OC6) respectively and T7,0∪T8,0, T7,0∪T2, T7,0∪T3, T1∪T2, T1∪T3, T1∪T1,7, T8,0∪
T3, T8,0∪T1,7, T2∪T1,7 triangulate π
−1(C1OC3), π
−1(C1OC4), π
−1(C1OC5), π
−1(C2OC4),
π−1(C2OC5), π
−1(C2OC6), π
−1(C3OC5), π
−1(C3OC6), π
−1(C4OC6) respectively. Now
consider the cone π−1(Ii) over π
−1(Ci−1OCi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 6 (addition is modulo 6). This
implies that
X7.3 =(V2 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T1)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T1 ∪ T8,0)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T8,0 ∪ T2)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T2 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T3 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T8,0))
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is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding projective surface M with f0(X7.3) =
7 + 3 + 6 + 6 + 6 = 28.
Example 7.4. Let (k, ℓ) = (−3, 0), (a, b) = (2,−5) and (c, d) = (1,−2). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(−3, 1) ∼= L(3, 1), L(b, a) = L(−5, 2) ∼= L(5, 2), L(d, c) = L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(a, b) =
L(2,−5) ∼= RP3, L(c, d) = L(1,−2) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ck − d, 1) =
L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(ℓk − 1, ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3.
Consider triangulations T9,0 for π
−1(C1O), T3 for π
−1(C2O), T7,0 for π
−1(C3O), T4,0 for
π−1(C4O), T1 for π
−1(C5O) and T3,7 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.3, we can
show that
X7.4 =(V2 ∗ (T9,0 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T3 ∪ T7,0)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T4,0)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T4,0 ∪ T1)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T1 ∪ T3,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T3,7 ∪ T9,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding complex surface M with f0(X7.4) =
7 + 3 + 10 + 6 + 6 + 6 = 38.
Example 7.5. Let (k, ℓ) = (−2, 0), (a, b) = (1,−1) and (c, d) = (1, 0). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(b, a) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(d, c) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1×S2, L(a, b) = L(1,−1) ∼=
S3, L(c, d) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ck − d, 1) = L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3,
L(ℓk − 1, ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T2 for π
−1(C1O), T3 for π
−1(C2O), T7,0 for π
−1(C3O), T1 for
π−1(C4O), T2,7 for π
−1(C5O) and T3,7 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.3, we can
show that
X7.5 =(V2 ∗ (T2 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T3 ∪ T7,0)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T1)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T1 ∪ T2,7)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T2,7 ∪ T3,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T3,7 ∪ T2))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding nonsingular projective surface M with
f0(X7.5) = 7 + 6 + 3 + 3 + 6 = 25.
Example 7.6. Let (k, ℓ) = (−2, 0), (a, b) = (2,−3) and (c, d) = (1,−1). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(b, a) = L(−3, 2) ∼= L(3, 1), L(d, c) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(a, b) =
L(2,−3) ∼= RP3, L(c, d) = L(1,−1) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ck − d, 1) =
L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(ℓk − 1, ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3.
Consider triangulations T7,0 for π
−1(C1O), T3 for π
−1(C2O), T2 for π
−1(C3O), T8,0 for
π−1(C4O), T1 for π
−1(C5O) and T3,7 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.3, we can
show that
X7.6 =(V2 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T3 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T2 ∪ T8,0)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T8,0 ∪ T1)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T1 ∪ T3,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T3,7 ∪ T7,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding nonsingular projective surface M with
f0(X7.6) = 7 + 6 + 6 + 3 + 6 = 28.
Example 7.7. Let (k, ℓ) = (−1, 0), (a, b) = (1, 0) and (c, d) = (1, 1). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(b, a) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1×S2, L(d, c) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3, L(a, b) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3,
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L(c, d) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ck − d, 1) = L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3,
L(ℓk − 1, ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T1 for π
−1(C1O), T3 for π
−1(C2O), T2 for π
−1(C3O), T1,7 for
π−1(C4O), T7,0 for π
−1(C5O) and T3,7 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.3, we can
show that
X7.7 =(V2 ∗ (T1 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T3 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T2 ∪ T1,7)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T7,0)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T3,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T3,7 ∪ T1))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding nonsingular projective surface M with
f0(X7.7) = 7 + 3 + 6 + 3 + 6 = 25.
Example 7.8. Let (k, ℓ) = (−1, 0), (a, b) = (2,−1) and (c, d) = (1, 0). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(b, a) = L(−1, 2) ∼= S3, L(d, c) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(a, b) = L(2,−1) ∼=
RP
3, L(c, d) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ck − d, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3,
L(ℓk − 1, ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3.
Consider triangulations T3 for π
−1(C1O), T2 for π
−1(C2O), T1 for π
−1(C3O), T7,0 for
π−1(C4O), T3,7 for π
−1(C5O) and T2,7 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.3, we can
show that
X7.8 =(V2 ∗ (T3 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T2 ∪ T1)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T1 ∪ T7,0)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T3,7)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T3,7 ∪ T2,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T2,7 ∪ T3))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the associated nonsingular projective surface M with
f0(X7.8) = 7 + 6 + 3 + 3 + 6 = 25.
Example 7.9. Let (k, ℓ) = (0, 0), (a, b) = (1, 1) and (c, d) = (1, 2). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(0, 1) ∼= S2 × S1, L(b, a) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3, L(d, c) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP2, L(a, b) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3,
L(c, d) = L(1, 2) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ck − d, 1) = L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3,
L(ℓk − 1,−ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T1 for π
−1(C1O), T3 for π
−1(C2O), T1,7 for π
−1(C3O), T2 for
π−1(C4O), T9,0 for π
−1(C5O) and T3,7 for π
−1(C6O). Then, by Remark 3.2 and Lemma
3.4 and Corollary 3.15, we get that T1 ∪ T3, T3 ∪ T1,7, T1,7 ∪ T2, T2 ∪ T9,0, T9,0 ∪ T3,7,
T3,7∪T1 triangulate π
−1(C1OC2), π
−1(C2OC3), π
−1(C3OC4), π
−1(C4OC5), π
−1(C5OC6),
π−1(C1OC6) respectively and T1∪T1,7, T1∪T2, T1∪T9,0, T3∪T2, T3∪T9,0, T3∪T3,7, T1,7∪
T9,0, T1,7∪T3,7, T2∪T3,7 triangulate π
−1(C1OC3), π
−1(C1OC4), π
−1(C1OC5), π
−1(C2OC4),
π−1(C2OC5), π
−1(C2OC6), π
−1(C3OC5), π
−1(C3OC6), π
−1(C4OC6) respectively. Now
consider the cone π−1(Ii) over π
−1(Ci−1OCi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 6 (addition is modulo 6). This
implies that
X7.9 =(V2 ∗ (T1 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T3 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T2)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T2 ∪ T9,0)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T9,0 ∪ T3,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T3,7 ∪ T1))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding nonsingular projective surface M with
f0(X7.9) = 7 + 3 + 6 + 3 + 6 = 25.
Since the minimum number of vertices require for a triangulation of S1 × S2 is 10
(cf. [BD08]), any triangulation of π−1(C1OC3), π
−1(C1OC5), π
−1(C2OC5), π
−1(C2OC6),
π−1(C3OC5) and π
−1(C4OC6) needs 10 vertices. This implies that X7.9 is a vertex minimal
equilibrium triangulation of M .
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Example 7.10. Let (k, ℓ) = (0, 0), (a, b) = (2, 1) and (c, d) = (1, 1). So, L(k, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼=
S2 × S1, L(b, a) = L(1, 2) ∼= S3, L(d, c) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3, L(a, b) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3,
L(c, d) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ck − d, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3,
L(ℓk − 1,−ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3.
Consider triangulations T1 for π
−1(C1O), T2 for π
−1(C2O), T1,7 for π
−1(C3O), T7,0 for
π−1(C4O), T3 for π
−1(C5O) and T2,7 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.9, we can
show that
X7.10 =(V2 ∗ (T1 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T2 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T7,0)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T3 ∪ T2,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T2,7 ∪ T1))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding nonsingular projective space M with
f0(X7.10) = 7 + 3 + 3 + 6 + 6 = 25.
Example 7.11. Let (k, ℓ) = (1, 0), (a, b) = (1, 2) and (c, d) = (1, 3). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(1, 1) ∼= S3, L(b, a) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(d, c) = L(3, 1), L(a, b) = L(1, 2) ∼= S3, L(c, d) =
L(1, 3) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ck − d, 1) = L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(ℓk − 1,−ℓ) =
L(−1, 0) ∼= S3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T7,0 for π
−1(C1O), T1 for π
−1(C2O), T3 for π
−1(C3O), T2 for
π−1(C4O), T8,0 for π
−1(C5O) and T1,7 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.9, we can
show that
X7.11 =(V2 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T1)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T1 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T3 ∪ T2)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T2 ∪ T8,0)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T8,0 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T7,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding nonsingular projective surface M with
f0(X7.11) = 7 + 6 + 6 + 3 + 6 = 28.
Example 7.12. Let (k, ℓ) = (1, 0), (a, b) = (2, 3) and (c, d) = (1, 2). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(1, 1) ∼= S3, L(b, a) = L(3, 2) ∼= L(3, 1), L(d, c) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(a, b) = L(2, 3) ∼= RP3,
L(c, d) = L(1, 2) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ck − d, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3,
L(ℓk − 1,−ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3.
Consider triangulations T2 for π
−1(C1O), T3 for π
−1(C2O), T1 for π
−1(C3O), T4,0 for
π−1(C4O), T7,0 for π
−1(C5O) and T3,7 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.9, we can
show that
X7.12 =(V2 ∗ (T2 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T3 ∪ T1)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T1 ∪ T4,0)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T4,0 ∪ T7,0)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T3,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T3,7 ∪ T2))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding nonsingular projective surface M with
f0(X7.12) = 7 + 10 + 6 + 3 + 6 = 32.
Example 7.13. Let (k, ℓ) = (2, 0), (a, b) = (1, 3) and (c, d) = (1, 4). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(b, a) = L(3, 1), L(d, c) = L(4, 1), L(a, b) = L(1, 3) ∼= S3, L(c, d) =
L(1, 4) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ck − d, 1) = L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(ℓk − 1, ℓ) =
L(−1, 1) ∼= S3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3.
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Consider triangulations T7,0 for π
−1(C1O), T3 for π
−1(C2O), T2 for π
−1(C3O), T9,0 for
π−1(C4O), T6,0 for π
−1(C5O) and T3,7 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.9, we can
show that
X7.13 =(V2 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T3 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T2 ∪ T9,0)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T9,0 ∪ T6,0)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T6,0 ∪ T3,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T3,7 ∪ T7,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding nonsingular projective surface M with
f0(X7.13) = 7 + 6 + 6 + 10 + 3 + 6 = 38.
Example 7.14. Let (k, ℓ) = (2, 0), (a, b) = (2, 5) and (c, d) = (1, 3). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(b, a) = L(5, 2), L(d, c) = L(3, 1), L(a, b) = L(2, 5) ∼= RP3, L(c, d) =
L(1, 3) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ck − d, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(ℓk − 1, ℓ) =
L(−1, 0) ∼= S3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3.
Consider triangulations T4,0 for π
−1(C1O), T1 for π
−1(C2O), T3 for π
−1(C3O), T9,0 for
π−1(C4O), T2 for π
−1(C5O) and T1,7 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.9, we can
show that
X7.14 =(V2 ∗ (T4,0 ∪ T1)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T1 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T3 ∪ T9,0)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T9,0 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T2 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T4,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding nonsingular projective surface M with
f0(X7.14) = 7 + 10 + 6 + 3 + 6 = 32.
Example 7.15. Let (k, ℓ) = (3, 0), (a, b) = (2, 7) and (c, d) = (1, 4). Then, L(k, 1) = L(3, 1),
L(b, a) = L(7, 2), L(d, c) = L(4, 1), L(a, b) = L(2, 7) ∼= RP3, L(c, d) = L(1, 4) ∼= S3,
L(ℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ck − d, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(kℓ − 1, ℓ) = L(−1, 0) ∼= S3
and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3.
Consider triangulations T5,0 for π
−1(C1O), T2 for π
−1(C2O), T3 for π
−1(C3O), T6,0 for
π−1(C4O), T9,0 for π
−1(C5O) and T2,7 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.9, we can
show that
X7.15 =(V2 ∗ (T5,0 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T2 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T3 ∪ T6,0)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T6,0 ∪ T9,0)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T9,0 ∪ T2,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T2,7 ∪ T5,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding nonsingular projective surface M with
f0(X7.15) = 7 + 10 + 10 + 6 + 3 + 6 = 42.
Example 7.16. Let (k, ℓ) = (−3,−1), (a, b) = (0, 1) and (c, d) = (−1, 2). So, L(k, 1) =
L(−3, 1) ∼= L(3, 1), L(b, a) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(d, c) = L(2,−1) ∼= RP3, L(a, b) = L(0, 1) ∼=
S1 × S2, L(c, d) = L(−1, 2) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(ck − d, 1) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3,
L(ℓk − 1, ℓ) = L(2,−1) ∼= RP3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T7,0 for π
−1(C1O), T1,7 for π
−1(C2O), T8,0 for π
−1(C3O), T1 for
π−1(C4O), T2 for π
−1(C5O) and T3 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.9, we can show
that
X7.16 =(V2 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T8,0)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T8,0 ∪ T1)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T1 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T2 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T3 ∪ T7,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding surface with f0(X7.16) = 7 + 6 + 3 +
6 + 6 = 28.
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Example 7.17. Let (k, ℓ) = (−3,−1), (a, b) = (1,−2) and (c, d) = (0, 1). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(−3, 1) ∼= L(3, 1), L(b, a) = L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(d, c) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(a, b) = L(1,−2) ∼=
S3, L(c, d) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ℓ, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(ck − d, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3,
L(ℓk − 1, ℓ) = L(2,−1) ∼= RP3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T7,0 for π
−1(C1O), T1,7 for π
−1(C2O), T8,0 for π
−1(C3O), T2 for
π−1(C4O), T1 for π
−1(C5O) and T3 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.9, we can show
that
X7.17 =(V2 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T8,0)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T8,0 ∪ T2)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T2 ∪ T1)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T1 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T3 ∪ T7,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding projective surface M with f0(X7.17) =
7 + 6 + 3 + 6 + 6 = 28.
Example 7.18. Let (k, ℓ) = (−2,−1), (a, b) = (1,−1) and (c, d) = (−3, 4). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(b, a) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(d, c) = L(4,−3) ∼= L(4, 1), L(a, b) =
L(1,−1) ∼= S3, L(c, d) = L(−3, 4) ∼= L(3, 1), L(ℓ, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(ck − d, 1) =
L(2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(ℓk − 1, ℓ) = L(1,−1) ∼= S3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2.
Consider triangulations T4,0 for π
−1(C1O), T7,0 for π
−1(C2O), T3 for π
−1(C3O), T1 for
π−1(C4O), T8,0 for π
−1(C5O) and T1,7 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.9, we can
show that
X7.18 =(V2 ∗ (T4,0 ∪ T7,0)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T3 ∪ T1)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T1 ∪ T8,0)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T8,0 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T4,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding projective surface with f0(X7.18) =
7 + 10 + 6 + 6 + 3 + 6 = 38.
Example 7.19. Let (k, ℓ) = (−2,−1), (a, b) = (3,−5) and (c, d) = (−1, 2). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(b, a) = L(−5, 3) ∼= L(5, 2), L(d, c) = L(2,−1) ∼= RP3, L(a, b) =
L(3,−5) ∼= L(3, 1), L(c, d) = L(−1, 2) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(ck − d, 1) =
L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(kℓ− 1, ℓ) = L(1,−1) ∼= S3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3.
Consider triangulations T9,0 for π
−1(C1O), T2 for π
−1(C2O), T1 for π
−1(C3O), T4,0 for
π−1(C4O), T1,7 for π
−1(C5O) and T3 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.9, we can
show that
X7.19 =(V2 ∗ (T9,0 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T2 ∪ T1)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T1 ∪ T4,0)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T4,0 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T3)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T3 ∪ T9,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding projective surface with f0(X7.19) =
7 + 6 + 10 + 3 + 6 = 32.
Example 7.20. Let (k, ℓ) = (−1,−1), (a, b) = (−2, 3) and (c, d) = (−3, 4). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(b, a) = L(3,−2) ∼= L(3, 1), L(d, c) = L(4,−3) ∼= L(4, 1), L(a, b) =
L(−2, 3) ∼= RP3, L(c, d) = L(−3, 4) ∼= L(3, 1), L(ℓ, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(ck − d, 1) =
L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(kℓ− 1, ℓ) = L(0,−1) ∼= S1 × S2 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3.
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Consider triangulations T8,0 for π
−1(C1O), T2 for π
−1(C2O), T1 for π
−1(C3O), T7,0 for
π−1(C4O), T4,0 for π
−1(C5O) and T1,7 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.9, we can
show that
X7.20 =(V2 ∗ (T8,0 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T2 ∪ T1)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T1 ∪ T7,0)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T4,0)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T4,0 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T8,0))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding projective surface with f0(X7.20) =
7 + 6 + 6 + 10 + 3 + 6 = 38.
Example 7.21. Let (k, ℓ) = (1,−1), (a, b) = (0, 1) and (c, d) = (−1, 2). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(1, 1) ∼= S3, L(b, a) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(d, c) = L(2,−1) ∼= RP3, L(a, b) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1×S2,
L(c, d) = L(−1, 2) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(ck − d, 1) = L(−3, 1) ∼= L(3, 1),
L(kℓ− 1, ℓ) = L(−2,−1) ∼= RP3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T3 for π
−1(C1O), T1,7 for π
−1(C2O), T7,0 for π
−1(C3O), T1 for
π−1(C4O), T8,0 for π
−1(C5O) and T2 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.9, we can
show that
X7.21 =(V2 ∗ (T3 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T7,0)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T1)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T1 ∪ T8,0)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T8,0 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T2 ∪ T3))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding projective surface with f0(X7.21) =
7 + 3 + 6 + 6 + 6 = 28.
Example 7.22. Let (k, ℓ) = (1,−1), (a, b) = (1, 2) and (c, d) = (0, 1). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(1, 1) ∼= S3, L(b, a) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(d, c) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(a, b) = L(1, 2) ∼= S3,
L(c, d) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2, L(ℓ, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(ck − d, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3,
L(kℓ− 1, ℓ) = L(−2,−1) ∼= RP3 and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(3, 1).
Consider triangulations T3 for π
−1(C1O), T1,7 for π
−1(C2O), T2 for π
−1(C3O), T8,0 for
π−1(C4O), T1 for π
−1(C5O) and T7,0 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.9, we can
show that
X7.22 =(V2 ∗ (T3 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T2)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T2 ∪ T8,0)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T8,0 ∪ T1)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T1 ∪ T7,0)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T3))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding projective surface with f0(X7.22) =
7 + 3 + 6 + 6 + 6 = 28.
Example 7.23. Let (k, ℓ) = (2,−1), (a, b) = (0, 1) and (c, d) = (−1, 2). Then, L(k, 1) =
L(2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(b, a) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(d, c) = L(2,−1) ∼= RP3, L(a, b) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 ×
S2, L(c, d) = L(−1, 2) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(ck − d, 1) = L(−4, 1) ∼= L(4, 1),
L(kℓ− 1, ℓ) = L(−3,−1) ∼= L(3, 1) and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3.
Consider triangulations T3 for π
−1(C1O), T1,7 for π
−1(C2O), T8,0 for π
−1(C3O), T1 for
π−1(C4O), T4,0 for π
−1(C5O) and T7,0 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.9, we can
show that
X7.23 =(V2 ∗ (T3 ∪ T1,7)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T1,7 ∪ T8,0)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T8,0 ∪ T1)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T1 ∪ T4,0)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T4,0 ∪ T7,0)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T3))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding projective surface with f0(X7.23) =
7 + 3 + 6 + 10 + 6 + 6 = 38.
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Example 7.24. Let (k, ℓ) = (−2, 1), (ℓ, 1) = (1, 1, (a, b) = (1,−1) and (c, d) = (1, 0).
Then, L(k, 1) = L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(b, a) = L(−1, 1) ∼= S3, L(d, c) = L(0, 1) ∼= S1 × S2,
L(a, b) = L(1,−1) ∼= S3, L(c, d) = L(1, 0) ∼= S3, L(ℓ, 1) = L(1, 1) ∼= S3, L(ck − d, 1) =
L(−2, 1) ∼= RP3, L(kℓ− 1, ℓ) = L(−3, 1) ∼= L(3, 1) and L(a− bℓ, 1) = L(2, 1) ∼= RP3.
Consider triangulations T2 for π
−1(C1O), T1 for π
−1(C2O), T7,0 for π
−1(C3O), T3 for
π−1(C4O), T2,7 for π
−1(C5O) and T8,0 for π
−1(C6O). Similarly, as in Example 7.9, we can
show that
X7.24 =(V2 ∗ (T2 ∪ T1)) ∪ (V3 ∗ (T1 ∪ T7,0)) ∪ (V4 ∗ (T7,0 ∪ T3)
∪ (V5 ∗ (T3 ∪ T2,7)) ∪ (V6 ∗ (T2,7 ∪ T8,0)) ∪ (V1 ∗ (T8,0 ∪ T2))
is an equilibrium triangulation of the corresponding projective surface with f0(X7.24) =
7 + 6 + 3 + 6 + 6 = 28.
Remark 7.25. Since face preserving automorphism of n-gon is given by reflection and
rotation, by Proposition 2.4, we can see that no two nonsingular projective surfaces in the
examples of Sections 5, 6 and 7 are equivariantly homeomorphic. But there are equilibrium
triangulations in these examples which are isomorphic. So, isomorphism of equilibrium
triangulation does not guarantee equivariant homeomorphism of quasitoric manifolds.
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